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Providing sophisticated and tailor—made tinancial solutions is the

strength of our Private Banking Team. With in-depth knowledge of

investments; cash and credit management; commercial and residential

real estate; and trust and estate planning, our private hankers are

uniquely qualitied to assist affluent clients with complex financial

needs. Add in our commitment to delivering loyal, personalized

attention in the comfort of the client’s home or offIce. and the

result is a winning, long—term partnership. For a confidential

consultation, contact one of our Private Bankers at 344-0591.
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Editorial

Norman Goldstein MD
Editor, Hawaii Medical Journal

er the past 62 sears of publication. HMJ has published
p ip.i hx pbs siLi in’. ss rth I ts dr s or k il InkIest’. uid
some by attornes with medical interests. But this month’s

lead manuscript is truly unique: “Implementation of Has au’s
Prepaid I-lealthcare Act: Root Cause ol a l-Iealth Care Monopoly.”
The manuscript by Patricia L. Chinn. MD. JD. is presented to our
readers in a format not too fami liar. It is reprinted just as it appeared
in the Hawaii Bar Journal. The reader \s ill find

___________________

references (in very small type) on the same
page not at the back of the article. This was
the usual format of medical journals many years
ago. With the massive amount of references Pat
Chinn refers to, it’s a blessing not to has e to go
to the last page to see the references.

We knew Pat Chinn as a student and resident at
John A. Burns School of Medicine (1972-1 979
and as a very active officer of the Hawaii Fed
eration of Physicians and Dentists (1990-1999).
and the Hawaii Medical Association when she
served as our President in 1999.

Pat went further and because of her legal
interests subsequently entered the University of
Hawaii XV, S. Richardson School of Law, getting
herJD degree in 20(2. Today’s paper was started
as a member of the Law Review. In addition to
her numerous medical organizations. Pat is a
memheroftheArnerican BarAssociation: a I-el
low of th.eAmerican Coi.i.ege. of Lecal Mcdli mc’:
the American Health LawversAssocation: the
Association of Trial Lawyers of America: md •

the lia\\ au State Bar Assoeiaton.

Contact the
Hawaii Medical Journal at:

hawaiimedicaIjournaI@yahoocom

Implementation of Hawaii’s

Prepaid Health Care Act

Root Cause of a Health

Care Monopoly

This lengthy, historic article will help our readers understand
how and why our present healthcare market has developed. Dr.
Pat Chinn is n private medical practice in I lonolulu with special
interests in Breast Disease. Laparoscopic Surger\ . and Long Term
Care.

Join the
Kaiser Team

We are locally and nationally
recognized, financially secure, and
growing. We are recruiting for part-time
BC/BE General Internists for busy
outpatient clinics on Oahu Honolulu
and Nanakuli. Positions immediately
available. Applicant must have a
commitment to quality care, patient
advocacy, and involvement in patient
and professional education.
Competitive salary, excellent benefits,
and more. EOE

Send CV to:
Hawaii Permanente Medical Group

Physician Recruitment
3288 Moanalua Road
Honolulu, HI 96819

Fax: (808) 432-7819
Website: http ://physiciancareers. kp. org/hi
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Book Review from the Associate Editor

“ s easy. is the message Honolulu corporate and
personal coaching consultant Pain Chambers ( www.pamchamhers.
corn) has taken to thousands oi clients in her company training ses
sions, public speaking courses, and private presentation coaching
workshops throughout Hawaii. and also on the US Mainland and
in Australia, Her corporate clients have included Verizon Hawaii
where she has already conducted seminars ve1l over 50 times.
and also health care facilities including Shriner’s Hospital, Straub
Hospital & Clinics. The ON Wilcox Memorial Hospital. and the
Haaii State Department of Health. Her gem of a hook. craficd
with vell—known author, motivational speaker, and entrepreneur
Ron Martin, culls tips honed from nearly 20 years of experience
focused on achieving her mission: “to empower people in the art
of masterful communication”. The hook, used in her I .evel I and
Level II presentation classes, shows von ho\V to he an effective
public speaker. It’s easy

Reader c f)igc.r has reported that most people fear public speak
ing more than ans thing else —even death and taxes. This hook will
enable on to turn fear into strength! The tirst chapter tells us that
Lifr is a Presentation: the skills that make us successful corninuni—
cators during a normal day are the same skills we use for effective
public speaking. We already know how to do it! Subsequent chapters
discuss:

Public Speaking Made Easy

by Pam Chambers with Ron Martin,
Pp. 123. Worksheets. $24.00 plus shipping.

Library of Congress Catalog Card
Number 97-092374.

Haleiwa, Hawaii: Sucess Dynamics, 1997.

reviewed by:

William W. Goodhue Jr. MD
Associate Editor

Hawaii Medical Journal

• Overconimg Thur Fears.
• The JO Keys to the Freedom at Speech.

Giring Your Audiences What They Want.
• Control/mi,’ Pee-Presentation Jitters.
• .iur Body Langun,’e.
• )j 7iie o/ toice.
• )i,r Presenunion Content.
• Your Image.
• We/coining Questions.
• Sticky Situations.
• Making Money in Public Speaking.
• Getting Invited Back.

u’ll have to read the hook to learn the 10-step “recipe” ss hich.
when follosed, results in a well—organized presentation that guar
antees results. It’s easy!

Tips on body language (hands out of pockets!). image (don’t use a
lecturn!), asking questions to give you control (begin with rhetorical
questions!). and dealing with sticky situations (late anivers, early
leavers, hecklers) round out this guide to masterful communication
and sho\\ ho public speaking can be fun. And, if you want to get
paid for public speaking, Pait, s ho s von hos to get started! It’s
easy!

P,thlic Speaking Made Easy should he required reading for e cry-
one who ss urks with people: that includes you and me! Remember,
Life is a Presentation! This book will teach you attitudes and tools
to build your confidence, allow you to be resourceful, and and keep
you in the driver’s seat. Gojr it! It’s easy!
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Na Kauka 0 Hawaii
This article is reprinted from the archives of the Hawaii Medical Library.

‘‘hornas Charles Bsde Rooke was horn May 18. 806, in

BengLo H&.i tloi d Lngl irid His f uil v re pi ofLssional

people s ho had served in the Royal Nav He was educated

at a branch of Christ’s College Hospital in Hertford and had studied

in London where he graduated from the Royal College of Surgeons

in 1826.
Clarice B. Ta\ br in her “Tales About Hawaii” (Star—Bulletin.

December 16, 1955 says that Dr. Rooke fell in love with a xxoman

beneath his station, and, quarreling ith his father, g ave up his career

in the Navy and became a surgeon on a whaling ship bound for the

South Seas, He first landed at Lahaina in 1829 where he met some

high chiefs and some “foreigners”. After another season’s cruise

his ship put in at Honolulu. Here Dr. rooke as asked to remain

and practice medicine, and. with the consent of his Captain, he

agreed.
In 1830 Dr. Rooke mamed Grace Kamaiktn. the second daui’hter

of Mr. John Young. friend and counselor of Kamehameha 1. Dr.

and Mrs. Rooke had no children, hut, according to ancient custom,

in 1836 they adopted the infant daughter of Mrs. Rooke’s sister. It

was tIns much beloved daughter of the Rooke’ svho became Queen

Emma in 1866 when she married Kamehameha IV

Dr. Rooke had his office and dispensary in his home and soon

had a large practice, He sx as also ph\ sician to the Court. friend and

adviser to the royal family, and became a naturalized citizen. In

1844 he is listed as Port Physician, and in December, 1850, he was

appointed to the first Board of Health and served as its chairman.

1806- 1858

by Hawaii Medical Association
Auxiliary

When the Flask anan Guards, a voluntecreompan’.. wasorganized in

November, 1 $52. Dr. Rooke was elected surgeon. The doctor served

twice as a member of the House of Representatives (1851-1855),

representing the Honolulu district. For a time he was Chamberlain

to the Royal Household during the reign of King Kamehameha III,

and in May. 1858. he x\as named as a member of the Prix \ Council

b King Kamehameha IV
Dr. Rooke si as one of the ten signers of the charter of incorpora

tion of the Hawaiian Medical society in 1856. His interest and care

of the Hawaiians impressed the future Queen Emma with the need

for a hospital to treat her people. Although he did not live to see the

opening of the Queen’s Hospital in 860. it was he who kindled the

spark which brought it into being.
Henry M. Lyman in his “I-Iawaiian Yesterda s” tells of his first

meeting with the doctor as follows:”One da Mr. Dole sent me

with a note of introduction to Dr. Rooke...Presently he appeared,

elegantly dressed, rebicund. affable, and redolent of delicious odors

that 1 afterwards learned to recognize as indicative of acquaintance

with the choicest brands of rare old s me”. He sx as also known as

a “middle of the road” man who never quarreled with any one.

Dr. Rooke was deeply dcx oted to hi’. adopted daughter. Emma.

and anxious that she should have cx cry cultural advantage. It was he

who had her enrolled at Mr. and Mrs. Amos Cooke’s School for the

Chief’s Children and, when her formal education was ended with the

closing of the Roal School, he engaged a tutor and had her taught

at home. To further broaden her horizons he sent to England for

books and assembled a library which was the finest in Honolulu.

.After lix ing in the Islands for nearl Sf) years. Dr. Rooke died in

November 28, 1858, at Kailua, Hawaii, at the age of 52.

In 1838 he was listed as being a member of the Board of Trustees

of the Oahu Charity School. He was one of the pioneers in the cul

tivation of coffee and was a charter member of the Royal Hawaiian

Agricultural Society when it was organized in 1850. sers ng on the

coffee committee Another of his interests sx as nleteorolog\ and he

kept a table of meteorological observations from Januar I. 184$. to

December 31, 1844, He held the highest degrees in the Odd Fellows

and Masons, and was one of the oldest members of the Mechanic

Benevolent Union.

Thomas Charles Byde Rooke MD

Thomas Charles Byde Rooke
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Implementation of Hawaii’s Prepaid
Health Care Act: Root Cause of a Health
Care Monopoly

Reprinted with perrnissmn from
the Hawa//Bar JournaL 2003,
Hawaii State Bar Association,
1132 Bishop Street, #906,
Honolulu, HI 96813
(2003 issue, Vol,7, No.13)

Author:
William S. Richardson School
of Law, JD. 2002; President,
Hawaii Medical Association,
t999-2000: Vme-President,
Hawaii Federation of Physicians
and Dentists, i992t 999: John
A, Burns School of Medicine,
MD, 1976.

I. Introduction
Hawaii’s Prepaid Health CareAct (“PPHCA”)’ of 1974
was lauded as the “first employer-mandated health
care legislation in the country.’2 Created to improve
health care access for the uninsured, it provides that
all employees in Hawaii who work twenty hours or
more per week have access to health care. Some three
decades later, this Hawaii experiment has produced
unexpected results. The overall insurance coverage
rate is estimated to be the same today as it was prior to
the enactment of the PPHCA.3 More importantly, the
implementation of the PPHCA has instead become the
root cause of a health care monopoly in Hawaii. The
manner in which the Act has been administered via
the Prepaid Health CareAdvisory Council (“Council”)
raises questions concerning antitrust behavior. This
article discusses the underlying reasons for these
concerns. The scope of this article, however, does
not attempt to develop a detailed antitrust analysis. A
brief overview here may be helpful to understanding
the organization of this article.

In 1974, Hawaii enacted what was truly an innova
tive plan the PPHCA — not knowing that Congress

would, within months, preempt the PPHCA by passing
the federal Employees Retirement Income Security Act
(“ERISA”),4 ERISA was designed to assure Ameri
cans that their pension and other retirement benelIts
would be solvent and well managed. As such, ERISA’s
effectiveness depended on universal applicability
which it achieved with a broad preemption clause.
Unfortunately, with this preemption clause, ERISA
immediately precluded Hawaii’s brand-new PPHCA
as well as other states’ initiatives.5 Congress later
amended ERISA, giving Hawaii a unique exemption.
This exemption from ERISA preemption was granted
partly because the PPHCA was a new concept in health
care delivery, essentially a state-wide experiment in
comprehensive employer mandated benefits . Con
gress “allowed Hawaii to experiment with [what was
then I innovative health care legislation.”7 However,
the language of the exemption amendment and the
manner in which the Act has been implemented have
led to the development of a health care monopoly in
Hawaii.

The author w::shes to thank her
family tor th,e)r support during
her legal education..
The author would also like to
thank attorneys Richard COtton
and Paul ODonneli for their
reviews of earlier drafts 01 this
paper.

Correspondence to:
Patri.cia L. Chinn MD, JD
2228 Lhiha St., #403
Honolulu, HI 96817
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Two health plans donunate Hawaii’s market, the Hawaii Medi
cal Service Association (“1-IMSA”). a licensee of Blue Cross.’Blue
Shield, and the Kaiser Foundation Health Plan (“Kaiser”). HMSA
currently claims 72 of the State’s insureds and Kaiser, I 7’.’
Because of its dominant market share, HMS.\ presurnabl exerts
monopoly market power in Hawaii,u

Every health plan intending to do business in the state must first
win approval of the Council, as provided for by the PPHCA,’°
However, employees of HMSA and Kaiser (cc llectively represent
ing 89% of the State’s insureds ( have served comimiously as voting
members of the Council since I )75. 1-IMSA and Kaiser emplo ees
only recentl resigned from the Council in February 2003. This
article will discuss how the Council’s former composition ma hase
facilitated anticompetitive activity. effec tivelo keeping competition
out of the Hawaii market.

Part 11 of this article provides background on the PPHCA, the
Council, ERISA, and the PPHCA’s exemption from ERiSApreemp
tion, Part II also examines Hawaii’s current healthcare market and
the role of the Council in determining that market. Part III raises
issues of potential monopoly behaviorrelating to the PPHCA and the
Council, Part IV discusses possible remedies, then concludes that
active state supervision of the Council is the most h. gical immediate
solution, and linallv suggests that an amendment to the PPHCA or
its actual repeal should be considered as a long—term remedy.

IL Background

A. The PPIIC A.The Council, ERISA And Its Preemption Clause,
And The PPHCAs Exemption

I. The PPHCA
The purpose of the PPHCA was to provide health care coverage to
the greatest number of Hawaii residents*’ Prior to passage of the
PPHCA, a gap groupt4existed which was not covered by any health
insurance. By mandating coverage far employees who worked
t ent hours or more per week, Has au had a great opportunity to
narrow this gap group. However. “according to the best available
aggregate data, the fraction of Hawaiians with hospital benefits in
1969 (8X.3Q “‘ is essentially unchanged three decades later when
compared to the percent of insured. 88.9 -. in I99”.

The PPHCA essentially set a standard for mandated health care
coverage by specifying that a qualified health plan must provide
“benefits equal to, or medically reasonably substitutable for, the
benefits provided by prepaid health plans of the same type
which have the largest numbers of the subscribers in the StateS.”
The Council allows two types of plans to currently prevail, a com
prehensive Type A (modeled after HMSA or Kaiser Health Main
tenance Organization (“HMO”) plans) and the less comprehensive
Type B,t’ The PPHCA mandates the specific benefits which Type
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A & Type B plans must provide.° These include in-patient hospital

care, outpatient hospital care, surgical benefits, medical benefits,

diagnostic services, maternil benefits, substance abuse benefits.

outpatient care, and detoxification.: However,

tl pe B plans usualls incorporate reduced cos crage at looser costs.
such as up-front deductibles or “existing condition clauses. PPHC.\
074 also contains an incentive foremplovers to provide Type A plans:

there is no requirement for emploaer contribution toward dependent
coverage under Type A plans. while employers must pay for at least
50% of dependent premiums if they offer a Type B plan.

Because there is an inherent incentive to avoid fronting half of the
cost of dependents’ insurance, and because there is little difference

in premium cost between T pe Aand Type B plans. most employers

opt for Tpe A plans.
Under the PPI-ICA. the Director of the Department of Labor and

Industrial Relations (“DLIR”) is charged v ith administering and

enforcing the PPHCA.’ The Director also ultimately determines

whether any health plan complies with the mandated standards

established by the PPHCA*3

2. The Council
The Director of the DLIR is mandated to appoint a Council ss hose

members represent medical and public health professions, consumers.
and persons with experience in prepaid health care.’ The Council

may consist of up to seven memhers? Until recently, the members

included a benefit plans consultant, a hospital personnel officer.

a human resources officer from the hotel industry, a physician in

private practice medicine, an insurance agent. an HMSA employee,
and a Kaiser employee. A newspaper investigative report, in 2001,

noted that representatives of “Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, the

largest health maintenance organization in the state, and 1-IMSA,
the largest fee-for-service provider” have been voting members of

the Council.’ At that time. Council members had served terms

ranging from one to sixteen years.

On January 21. 2003. a newly elected Governor Linda Lingle.

in her first State of the State Address. “proposledl that l-IMS.\ and
Kaiser Permanente he prohibited in the fLiture from sitting on the
board that recommends which insurance companies can enter the
market in HMSA and Kaiser both voluntarily resigned
from the Council shortly after the Governor’s Address.3 Following
this, the State of Hawaii Twenty-Second Legislature then passed,

and the Governor signed. SB 665 SDI HD2 CDI which prohibits

“a person representing a health maintenance organization under

chapter 432[). a mutual benefit society issuing individual anti group

hospital or medical service plans tinder chapter 432. or any other

health care organization” from membership on the Council.
At the heginnine of each year. the Council chooses the plans that

will be the benchmarks for the coming year - usually an 1-IMSAplan

and Kaiser HMO.33 New companies applying for approval to sell

insuranìce in the state must provide, at a minimum, similar coverage

at similar cost to the plan enrollee.34 These new companies submit

their applications to the DLIR, at which time departmental staff
review the paperwork along with a checklist and submit them to
the Council for approval. Among the required data are: proposed
premium rates, deductible amounts, stop-loss provisions, detailed

coverage information regarding hospital. surgical. medical. outpa
tient care, maternity, and other benefits.3’ The Council then may

recommend approval of a plan with provisos. The Council may

also reject a plan for any number of reasons.35
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3. ERISA
Congress enacted ERISAto solve anationwide problemof inadequate

and failed employee pension. health, and welfare plans. “ Prior to

ERISA. many Americans. s ho had relied on these plans for retire

ment. found these plans failing for numerous reasons, including

mismanagement and under-funding.4°To sohe this problem, ERISA

required plan administrators to comply with certain regulations and

gave employees specific rights.41 Because the pension plan problem

was nation—wide, Congress chose a global solution and placed almost
all employee pension, health, and welfare plans under the ERISi\
urnbrella. ERISA was signed into law on September 2, 1974.

4. ERIS.Vs preemption clause
ERISr\ preempted’ Hass au’s PPIICA. Its preemption clause
states that “[ERISA I shall supersede any and all State laws insofar
as they may noc or hereafter relate to any employee benefit plan

This preemption of state law is”express” - specificall pre
empting conflicting state law. ‘ The ERISA preemption clause has
been referred to as “Ipjossibly the farthest-reaching provision in the
statute”49 - the ERISA “statute’s ‘crowning achievement’.”49

ER iSA’s preemption clause significantly constrained many states’
initiatives for health care reform.91 It is remarkable that these far
reaching effects of ERISA were not anticipated.51 The legislative

history of the statute reveals that the preemption clause in both the
original House and Senate versions was narrow in scope and would
have had only a partial preemptis e effect.’ However, those who
had a vested interest in health care reform were not involved in the
discussions that led to ERISA’s enactment.’ “[TIhe Department of

Labor, which would administerERiSA, was apparently notconsulted
about the changes in the preemption clause. The Senate conferees
were . . . responsible for health policy, hut idid not discussi the
implications of preemption with their counterparts on the health
subcommittee.”54 Special interest groups pushing the preemption
clause were successful in having it introduced in the final days
of conference committee deliberations.55 Thus, the tremendous
significance of the broad preemption clause passed unnoticed and
unappreciated for its breadth.

Also remarkable about the preemption clause is that it prohibits
the states fmm making any law regarding employee benefit plans

even where federal law is silent. the so—called “regulatory vacuum.”’
It inhibits the states with regard to health insurance even though
federal law does not regulate substantive benefits.57

The State of Hawaii created its PPHCA prior to ERISA. not
anticipating any federal health care legislation,59 With the passage
of ERISA three months later in September 1974, Hawaii’s new
PPHCA became “obviously vulnerable” to preemption.
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5. The PPHCA’s exemption from ERISA
Although the federal enactment of ERISA in 1974 was immediatel
applicable to Hawaii, the state’s challenge to ERISA preemption
did not actuatE start until 97(i.” This challenge became a long
campaign to save the I lawau PPHCA that did not end until I 983
when Congressfinallv grantedan e\emption ItremainsCongress’s
onE exemption forstatew ide emplo ermandatedhealth care.”’ This
challenge began with a 1976 amendment to the PPHCA.’

In 1976.1—law au amended the PPHCAto include the diagnosis and
treatment of substance abuse as a mandated henetit.” “Emplo\ ers

ho fail]edj to compl with the rergurements of the Raw au Act
P11 IC’.-\ I [w crc] enjoined from can ing on their businesses in an

place in the State, and [were] I able to tines and other remedie,’”
Standard Oil Company, which did not cover certain mandated ben
etits and which had not complied with mandated reporting,’ tiled
suit in federal court seeking an injunction,65 arguing that ERISA
had preempted the PPI-ICA.69 Both the United States District Court
for the Northern District of California and the Ninth Circuit Court
of Appeals held that ERISA did preempt the PPHcA.7° The U.S.
Supreme Court later affirmed the lower courts’ rulings.7

However, while the Standard Oil litigation was proceeding.
supporters of the PPHCA continued to promote the Act both lo
cal lv and nationally despite the uncertainty of whether or not it
was preempted by ERlSA. On a local level. Hawaii contintied to
comply with the PPHCA and, in time, it “became part of the work
culture of Hawaii.”’ On a national level, the Hawaii Congressional
delegation continued in its efforts to obtain either a Congressional
amendment or exemption to ER ISA preemption’

After the State lost its case in federal district court in 1977. the
Hawaii senators introduced legislation to Congress, attempting to
exempt the PPHCA from ERISA preen’iptioil.’ Thex’ lobbied while

the State’s appeal in the Ninth Circuit was proceeding.’6The sena
tors. however, encountered either ambivalence or opposition from
numerous fronts including ke senators. theAFL-CIO. the Business
Roundtahle. the ERISA lndustr Committee. life and health insur
ance associations, the American Council on life Insurance, and
the Carter Administration and Undersecretary of I ,ahor. Robert J.
Brown.’

It has been suggested that”]t]he first Senate hearmgson the exemp
tion of I Iawaii were also the tirst public occasion on which the histor
ofERlSApreemption was rewritten.”’’ Though evidence exists that
C’ongress enacted ERISA “w ithout specitic discussion.” the new
claim was that “Congress. it seemed, had inadvertently preempted
state—mandated health benefits.”” Whether this was influential in
persuading Congress to reconsider the PPHCA’s preemption is not
clear.

With persistence. the I lavaii delegation finally succeeded in its
efforts and Congress voted to exempt the PPHCA from the ERISA
preemption clause in 1983.” But this was not without a cost. Con
gress granted the exemption but expressly mandated that the PPHCA
should stand as it was written in 1974, some nine years earlier, without
the 1976 increase in mandated benefits to which Standard Oil had
earlier objected.” Expressly preempted was “any amendment of
the Prepaid Health Care Act enacted after September 2, 1974. in the
e.vte,,t it pro vtdes Jor more tluiii the el/relive administration otsmIe

(1.6 in eI/’ct on 1((’Ii dote.”’ Thus. Congress made exceedingl\
clear its reluctance to consider anx future exemptions for Hawaii.
Congress also explicitly stated that “the amendment made b this
section shall not be considered a precedent with respect to extend
ing such amendment to an\ other State law.’” Again. Congress’s
intent was clear — it had agreed to grandfather the Hawaii PPHCA.
but it was unwilling to extend an further exemptions to am of the
other states.’5
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B. The Current Health Care Market Dr. Meyers stated that
As noted earlier, 1-IMSA and Kaiserdominate the market. HMSA.

a non-protit tax-exempt mutual henelit societ . wields monopol
pos er as a seller of health insurance, and monopsonv power as

a purchaser of the services of health care providers.”” In I 977.
1-IMSA provided coverage for 44.3 o people in the private sector
and served as the third party administrator for Medicare and seyeral
other health plans.’9 Kaiser, HMSA’s closest competitor, provided
coverage br only I 4.7% of the private sector:’ In 1999, more than
60% Of consumers were covered h\ HMSA: and estimates for
2000. are closer to 72%. As these tigures indicate. “HMSA has
enormous capacity to exercise control. “‘ Lndouhtedlx. HMSA is a
dominant market player and has enormous marketing power which
makes Hawaii. for all practical purposes. “a single payor health
insurance system”94 and a monopoly health care market.

According to Professor Richard S. Miller, Professor of Law,
Emeritus, William S. Richardson School of Law,95 HMSA”virtually
monopolizes the Preferred Provider Organizations (PPOs) and is
almost the only buyer of physicians’ PPO services in this State *

.“ Indeed, the participating provider agreement, which physicians
must sign in order to contract with FIMSA, was characterized as a

contract of adhesion in 1999, by Arleen Meyers. M.D., J.D .,founder
and President of the Hawaii Coalition for Health (“Coalition”), a
non—profit health care consumer advocacy organization,97

In 1999, the Coalition tiled a complaint with Hawaii’s Insurance
Commissioner against HMSA. The following discussion of the
Coalition’s complaint is not offered in this article as legal authority.
hut to describe an aspect of the current health care market that has
recently raised some antitrust concern. The Coalition’s complaint
alleged “unfair contracting practices and creating a business envi
ronment of adhesion, coercion, and intimidation and for exercising
its monopsony power to unreasonably restrain physicians’ ability
to provide quality care for their patients orto advocate on behalf of
their patients ....“‘ As regards HMSA and its provider contract.

FIMS.-\ occupies more than sist\ percent (60%) of the consumer
market for health insurance and is the major pavor of reimburse—
rnents for medical care for virtuall’, all II awai i ph’ sicians svl ate
not tull emploed by a single health maintenance organization. It
ph sicians practicinc outside the Kaiser Pcrmanente sstem don’t sell
their services to RN-ISA. the are forced to go Out of business. As a
result, physicians are under enormous economic press ure to enter into
any contract proffered h HNIS-\ res.ardlcss of whether the terms are
anti—competitis e oragainst their or their patients’ individual self—inter
est. fitfN.-i. theretore holds built nuniopol- and monopsonv pole?’ o/

dan i1’r( nO pmpor000s precludi rig an single phs sician ‘s ahi I it\ to
negotiate with HMSA for either herself or her patients

In response, HMSAargued that health care contracts between I IMSA
and its providers were pris ate contracts and not under the regulation
of the Insurance Commissioner.

The Coalition’s complaint was settled in 2000.101 HMSA agreed
to “significant changes in the appeals processes it provides to phy
sicians, while the Commissioner accepted HMSA’s assertion that
federal law prohibits state regulation of contracts between insurers
and providers.”tm2

III. Antitrust Issues
This section will discuss potential antitrust issues and monopoly
behavior, however, it mList again he noted that the scope of this ar
ticle does not permit a detailed antitrust analysis. The discussion in
this section deals with the Council’s implementation of the PPHCA
and the Act’s regulatory limitations.

Of note. HMSA and Kaiser representatives were first appointed to
the Council in 1975, when the PPHCA was initially implemented.
and served continuously on the Council until February 25. 2003.
when they voluntarily resigned. FIMSA’s membership on the
Council for the past three decades created an extraordinary conflict
of interest and facilitated potential anticompetitive activity on the
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part of 1-IMSA. New companies applying to do business in the state

were oblicated to submit applications and divulge proprietary and
confidential information to the Council.’” While most new plans
would have guarded this information from prospective competitors.
the information instead went directly to HMSA and Kaiseremplovees
by virtue of their membership on the Council.°5 On occasion, this
information also went to more than one 1-IMSA or Kaiser employee
in attendance at meetings of the Council.° Data summary sheets,
usually generated at each Council meeting, assisted a comparison
of benefits between plans. ‘‘ Even a member of the Council itsclf

“acknowledge[dI that by being on the council the two companies

IHMSAand Kaiser ma\ begetting ‘aleg up’ontheircompetitorsbv
seeing their plans ‘ It is likely that this loss of confidentiality

as a strong deterrent to new market entrants possibly serving to
maintain Hawaii’s contracted health care market.

Remarkably, previous directors of the DLIR and previous Council
chairs allowed and even required the sharing of this proprietary
information among market competitors. 1-IMSA and Kaiser may
have had an unfair advantage if their employees who were Council
members directly relayed proprietary information belonging to new

health plan applicants. There was certainly potential for violating
a basic goal of antitnist law - fairness and elimination of unfair
business practicesY

The primary statute that is the basis for federal antitrust law is the
Sherman Acti Section 1 of the Sherman Act declares that activ
ity in restraint of trade is illegal and those who participate in such
activity will be found guilty of a felons punishable by fine and/or

imprisonment or may he subject to damage claims. Section 2
relates to independent conduct and states that “[dyer person who

shall monopoli;e.orattempt to monopolize. orcombineorconspire ‘ ith
any other person or persons. to monopolize any part of the trade or
commerce among the several States, or with foreign nations, shall be
deemed guilty of a felony” punishable by fine and/or imprisonment,
or may be subject to damage claims,02

Areeda defines monopoly power “as the power to control price or
to exclude competition. It can be understood as a significant degree
of market er’’’ Market power. in turn, is “the capacit\ to act
other than as woLild a perfectl\ competitive firm. In particular,
most discussions of market power will concern the extent to which
a firm’s most profitable price exceeds competitive price levels.”4
However, market power may also “he inferred from structure, con
duct, performance, or some combination of the three.”5 Areeda
notes that “Idlebate over §2 often contrasts power with conduct,
structure with behavior,”’6

In United ,Staic.c c. Aluminum Co. o/.-lnu’rica (“ALCOA” , AL
COA was alleged to have monopolized the interstate commerce of
aluminum. The case came before Judge Learned Hand of the Lnited
States Circuit Court of Appeals. Second Circuit, via a certificate of
the Supreme Court.- The court held that a monopoly itself is not

evidence of monopolizing and that ALCOA”ma not have achieved
monopoly: monopol\ may have been thrust upon it.

‘‘ a The court
then drew a distinction between “power and conduct. structure and
behavior”’” by stating “that size does not determine guilt; that
there must be some5exclusion’ of competitors: that the growth
must be something else than5nutura/ ‘ or normal’; that there must
be a ‘wrongful intent,’ or some other specific intent; or that some
‘unduly’ coercive means must be used”2’in order to constitute an
antitrust offense.

Similarly, in United States v. Grinnell Corp..’ the defendant had
high market powerconsistin of”over X7i of the business. “‘h “The

percentage is so high as tojustil the finding of monopoi\ And. as
the facts already related indicate, this monopoly was achieved in

large partbv Isiel unlawful and exclusionary practices.”04 Justice
Douglas stated that “jt Ihe offense of monopoly ... has two elements:

the possession of monopoly power in the relevant market and (2)
the willful acquisition or maintenance oJthatpower as distinguished
from growth or development as a consequence of a superior product,
business acumen. or historical accident “b
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EMSA, covering 72% of insureds in a market analysis. would

likely be found to have monopoly power. but monopoly power it

self does not violate antitrust la\\ if it has been legally obtained.’
However, if the l]MS.-\ and Kaiser employees who served on the

Council voted to reject competitor plans for reasons other than lur—
thering the lawfu purposes of the Council. or if II \I SA and Kaiser

benelited from know ledge ofpropnetarv information gained through

the Council. then this conduct could constitute behavior consistent
ss ith illegal maintenance of a monopoly.

Accordmg to an investigative report of a major local newspaper

published in 2001, the previous Council rejected ninety-six out of
an approximate one hundred mainland plans that applied to do husi
necs in Hawaii. l-ifty-nine out of sixty-four plans were rejected
in the tirst seven or eight months of 2001 In the same article.
Professor Thomas Saving. Professor of Economics, Texas A & \1

l niuersitv* stated. I don Vt think there is much doubt that they

I l\lSr\ and the council are deterring entr\ into the market. It
is essential that recent Council denials he scrutini,ed and an as

sessment made of procedures to safeguard the con1identialit and
dtsclosure of proprietary information.

Although it is imperative that the State of l-lawaii provide adequate
supervision ofthe Council, as ProfessorRichard S. Millerrecognized,
there was ‘oniy the most minimal of scrutiny and supervision”
h the state’s DLIR. 13v permitting I IMSA and Kaiser seats on the
Council. previous DLI R directors created a convenient mechanism

tur market competitors to control ness entry into the Hawaii market
and thus may has e facilitated potential monopol antitrust aetis —

it’.. Furthermore. other individuals ss ho s’ crc present at Council

meetings. including 1—INISA and Kaiser emplo ees ss ho svere not

members of the C’ouncil, had the opportunitY to use proprietarY

information discussed at these meetings. New applicants may have
been deterred from even applying to do business in the state when

they realized that they were required to share their information with
major market competitors. and without any guarantee that a license

to sell insurance would even be granted. The bottom line is that

HMSA and Kaiser emplo cc’. should not have served as Council

members because of their inherent conflicts and the appearance of

impropriet\. Informational tires’. aIls should be enacted immediately

ifthev do not vet exist. The newly constituted Council in 2003 must

consider potential conflicts of interest at the same time it reconciles

itself ss ith Hawaii’s sunshine laws.

In response to criticism that the State has not provided adequate

oversight, the previous Administration and [-IMSA may both raise

an argument of state action immunity. 02 However, in order to

claim the protection that state action immunity carries, there must
be. on the of the State. adequate supervision and al clearly

articulated purpose to displace competition’ 0 which appear to be
lacking here. Instead. hei’e. there appears to have been a general

abdication ol the State Linder successive pro’. ions administrations

to provdc iversieht.
There ma also have been an unusuall close working relationship

between the DLIR and H.\ISA, raising a question of propriety. A
previous DLIR director resigned her position as DLIR director in
October. 2000,05 was elected Chair of the Hawaii Democratic Party

in April, 2001, and was then elected to the Board of Directors of
1-IMSA in May. 2001 VOS Scrutiny must he applied to the C’ouncil’s
activities. tt \ nine members, and the State’s supervisor\ role via

the DLIR to insure that all business is conducted with the ackitowl—
edernent of conflicts of interest and with the assurance of propriety
and fair dealing.

The potential monopol problem is farther compounded b a
general requirement of the PPI-1CA which specifies that any plan

operating in the state shall provide “health care benefits equal to,

or medically reasonably substitutable for, the benefits provided by
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prepaid health plans of the same t pe ... which have the largest
numbers of subscribers in the State. Because HMSA is the
plan with the largest number of insureds. any new market player
is mandated to provide the same package of benefits that I IMSA
pros ides. Howe er, in order to compete successfull \Vith I IMSA.
the new plan must provide these benefits at similar or lower cost
or must offer some other value added benefit. Since HMSA has
monopoly tdorninarit market share for selling its plans) and mon—
opsofls (monopol hu in_I poss i it is hihlx unlikL l th it in\

new player can compete succcssfull\ with HMSA.
An ‘. alue added benefit or inno\ ation that a new applicant might

have hoped to use tocompete with HMS.\ ss ould have been divulged
to the pre mis Council. and from there. potentially directly to
HMSA and Kaiser. Esen with HMSA and Kaiser no longer seated
as Council members, theirpresence in the public audienceat (‘ouncil
meetings may continue to serve as a deteiTent to new applicants.

The Council wields significant power. Even if a new applicant
offers a promising, new, and strikingly innovative plan (forexample,
medical savings accounts ormedical IRAs). the Council can still reject
it. and opt to maintain the status quo. In the past, the rationale used
to justify denial of medical savings account plans was that, although
the new plans would provide comprehensive coverage with similar
employee out-of-pocket expenses. the coverage would not be the
same as the Council’s benchmark plans (HMSA and Kaiser)J’

In the past few years. several hcalthplanshaveclosedtheirdoors.1’
unable to sustain business in Hass au ‘s market. These plans were un
able to successfully compete ith HMSA. In some cases, the plans
set lov premium rates in order to compete. however these premium
levels were probably too low to cover the costs of doing business.
Few start—ups have assets, reserves, or investment income that are
sufficient enough to offset initial operating losses.’44 Additionally.
few plans can compete in Hawaii because of the generally higher
costs associated with mandated benefits. ‘°

It is vitally important to understand that, despite operating losses
of its health plans, HMSA has, until recently, been able to reporl
yearly net gains because its losses have been offset by relatively huge
returns on investments. HMSA had $37 million in operating losses
in 1998, $18 million in 1999, and $49 million in 2000.’ However.
these losses were offset by investment income of $54 million in

1998, $57 million in 1999. and S66 million in 2000.’ Thus. HMSA
has had tremendous financial ability to offset operating losses with
investment income. This record shows that HMSA likely offered
premiums below the cost of doing business, and health plans that
did not have the financial depth of H\ISA venl out of business.

However. HMSA is not immune to general economic conditions.
especially as relates to investment income. For 2002. HMSA has
now reported losses ot”534.9 million, compared with a S3.4 million
gain in 2001 .... Those losses sere worsened by a S2l.3 million

one—time charge [for technology upgrades I . Excluding the
one—lime charges, HMSrVs net loss for 2002 was SI 3.6 million.”
During that same period. HMSA reported investment income of
$2.6 million, Now, for the first quarter of 2003. HMSA has alreado
reported a net income of 53.7 million.’47 Fe’s companies have
[-IMSA’s ability to s eather economic downturns.

Thr ugh continuing monopoly power, large assets, and knowledge
of other plans’ proprietar information, HMSA has had the requisite

ability to offer below cost pricing. This has resulted in few competi
tors and little choice for consumers who now face a very contracted
market. The situation is ripe for a Section 2 Sherman Act violation
for illegal maintenance of a monopoly, and immediate intervention

is important to determine whether any such conduct has already
occurred.

In 2000 and 2001, soon after other health plans that were unable
to sustain business left the market. HMSA increased its premiums

8.5% and 9% respectively. In 2002. HMSA announced yet another
rate increase of 5ft for small employer groups and 7% for HMSA
Health Plan Hawaii. its HMO thealth maintenance organization)
plan. In 2003. HMS\ announced it would seek appro al for an
11.5% rate increase for small businesses for its Preferred Provider
Plan and a 7.8% rate increase for its Health Plan Hawaii Plus.
Scrutiny can be applied now, to ascertain whether HMSA became
financially stronger simply through good business management or
whether predatory pricing’4 has occurred.

In slim, there is no substantial competitorto HMSAin Hawaii. The
regulatory limitations of the PPHCA and the previous decisions of
the Council, influenced by HMSA and Kaiser serving as members,
may have played important roles in preserving HMSA’s dominant
position.
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IV. Remedies

A. State Government
The most expeditious remedy to correct an environment so condu
cive to antitrust activity has already occurred under the new state
administration. In her first State of the State address in January.
2003. Governor Linda Lingle expressly made known her desire
for a Council excluding [—IMSA and Kaiser, and HMSA and Kaiser
quickly resigned as members of the Council.’-°° This immediately
conveyed a new sense of fairness to the application and approval
process and portends greater supervision of the Council’s activities,
With these assurances, new competitors can now be encouraged to
enter the Hawaii market, Similarly, the public can be assured that
the Council will deliberate fairly. and the public will benefit from
new comnpetit ion in the health care market.

The bigger question, however. - does the ERISA preemp
non allow the PPHCA to evolve and address the ne demands of
Hawaii’s current health care market? Several authoritics suggest
“ERiS.’\ no severely limits Hawaii’s ability to improve its health
care system, since Hawaii cannot amend its 1974 legislation to
implement more comprehensive and effective reforms.” The
PPHCA is frozen in time, permanently set in a 1974 mindset with
little possibility of amendment. “jTjhe Congressional action that
saved the Hawaii Act from preemption also effectively removed
the ability of the Hawaii legislature to modify it.”°3 The PPHCA
is virtually impossible to change as expressly stated in the preemp
tion waiver.’54 Thus, the Hawaii State Legislature is significantly
precluded from addressing current health care needs.’5

This bar to innovation prevents creative responses to Hawaii’s
changing health care demographics. This is a significant problem.
The l-lawai i Health Information Corporation. reporting health related

data since 1994, cites sc\eral areas of concern. These include a
rapidl increasing elderl\ population. exponentiall growing costs
of chronic care, the shifting of health care coverage to managed
care plans. and a higher rate of inflation for medical care. Costs
for chronic care alone are expected to double over the next two
decades and, in the ear 2020. are expected to account for $tY of
total direct expenditures.

Entities with vested interests in access to health care are aware
of these evolving needs and the inadequac\ of Hawaii’s current
system to address them. Even a Council member recently said,

[t]he market has so changed over the years that the Prepaid Health
Care Act is antiquated beyond its usefulness,”° Despite earlier
attempts of the State to win Congressional approval to change the
PPHCA. those efforts have been consistently rebuffed. ‘

Indeed. “Fi n the I 990s. Congress considered a numherofproposals
for expansive ERISA waivers. Hawaii. among other states, sought
additional waivers that ould allow the state to modify its health
care laws Congress has repeatedly demonstrated its unwilling
ness to extend ERISA waivers for Hawaii.“‘ This is regrettable.
especially in light of evidence that the PPHCA was conceived with
the understanding that it would need to be extended to other patient
groups if it proved to be successful, ‘° The State had realized, at
inception, that gap groups would initially exist, and had provided a
scheme to be implemented later, which would allow the subsequent
inclusion of these gap groups (the self-employed and others).bo
Although the ERISA preemption and exemption clauses preclude
changes to the PPHCA, on close scrutiny, a solution may be found
buried within the language of ERISA itself.

E)espite the general statutory limitation of ERISAs section 514(a).
states caught by ERISA preemption may possibly have two options
to develop their own health care initiatives.’’
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Specifically the Act in

[s]eetion 514(a),, declares that ERISA “supersedes any and all State
lasss insofar as they may now or hereafter relaic to any employee

benefit plan” including ERISA—cosered health plansO. However.

Section 51—h b qualifies this by explicitly pre.o’s’i’inL’ state regutanon

of ‘‘iflSuraavS’, hankine, or securities’’ 2’’e,it’rallv appia ‘able

criminal lass si s of’ a State’’ and 3 the Hawaii Prepald Health Care
Act as amended through September 2. 1974,

States, using a narrow interpretation of section 514(a)’s “relates

to’’ clause, may enact generally applicable legislation that escapes

the “relates to” clause or, alternatively, they ma\ use the “savings

clause” of section 5 l4th that preserves the states’ ability to regulate

insurance,
The “relates to” clause, if narrowly interpreted, may exempt statutes

of’ general applicability, In United Wire, Metal and Machine Health

and Weltn’e Fund v, Morristown Memorial Hospital,161employee

benefIt plan participants sued to upset New Jersey’s method for de

termining hospital rates, ‘‘ The Third Circuit held that the hospital’s

rate setting scheme was not preempted by ER1SA because it related

to a “statute of general applicabilit.”’” The Supreme Court upheld

this ruling,169
The “savings clause” of ERISA stems from Congress’s original

intent that the states continue to regulate insurance even after

ERISA’s enactment. ‘v” Congress specifically “ saved’ state laws

that regulate insurance, banking, and securities.”” The ERISA

savings clause exempts state laws “to the extent they are applied

to insurance companies or insurance policies, even if they might

impact on employee benefit plans”72 This, in effect, leaves open

a window for state insurance regulation. Examples include work

ers’ and unemployment compensation and disability insurance.’7’

Thus, the F{aaii State Legislature may be able to use the ERISA

savings clause to uphold the state’s prerogative to regulate certain

aspects of insurance, The courts may provide additional support.

B. Judicial Review
For many years, the specific language of the express preemption left

little room for judicial maneuvering.’ ERISA’s broad preemption

explicitly’ states that it preempts “‘any and all state laws insofar as

they . relate to any emplo cc benefit plan,” Despite Congress’s

intent that the “relates to” clause he applied broadly’, some courts

have not been so deferential,’’”

One commentator has suggested that judicial review “through a

flexible and adaptive judicial doctrine of preemption” might have

been a better method to resolve conflicts between state and federal

interests. - In Standard Oil (‘ompanv 01 Cali/iii’ma t’. ..4,gsaliul. in

which Standard Oil first challenged the PPHCA alleging it had been

preempted hs ERISA, Judge Renfress of the United States District

Court, Northern District of California, held that ERISA did in fact

preempt the PPHCA, However, he very importantly noted that:

lhlv enacting ERISA, Congress created a moratorium of indefinite
length at the passage of health insurance lass s. Congress could ratio

nally has e decided to take a different course, It troubles the Court. as

it troubles defendants, that Congress preempted state health insurance
lass s apparently ss ithout specific discussion of the need forsuch a step.
The workers whom ERISA ss as primarily intended to protect may he
better off with state health insurance lass s than without them, and the
efforts of states like Hawaii to ensure that their citizens have low-cost
comprehensive health insurance may he significantly impaired by
ERISA’s preemption of health insurance lasss.

Judge Renfrew urged Congress to consider the advice of Justice

Brandeis:

Federal legislators should heed the admonition that Justice Brandeis
addressed to the federal courts: “To stay experimentation in things
social and economic is a grave responsibility. Denial of the right to

experiment may he fraught ss ith serious consequences to the Nation,
It is one of the happ incidents of the federal system that a single
courageous State may’, if its citizens choose. serve as a laboratory:
and try novel social and economic experiments without risk to the
rest of the country’.”’91’

One commentator has opined that the savings clause is unambigu

otis and should be accepted for its plain meaning. “ERlSAexpresslv

states that it does not preempt stale laws that regulate insurance:

‘[N]othing in this subchapter shall be construed to exempt or relieve

any person from any law of any state which regulates insurance.
‘“‘9’

In 2003, the U.S. Supreme Court acknowledged that healthcare and

insurance regulation have historically been state domain and “that

the historic police powers of the States were not to be superseded

by the Federal Act unless that was the clear and manifest purpose of
Congress.”c ERISA’s preemption clause was intended to protect
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pension plans and retirement benefits, not to preempt state sovereignty

in health and insurance., and to apply a broader interpretation to the

preeniption clause would require clear Congressional intent. The

Court today appears to be contracting ERISA’s broad preemption

clause.
Further guidance in this area of ERISA preemption of state laws

is found in Kentucky Asstz. Of Health Plans, Inc. v. Miller. In this

2003 case, the Court held

Toda we make a clean break from the MeCarran—Ferguson Fietors
and hold that for a state law to he deemed a la ‘. v hich regulates
insurance under I l44(by2 tA), ii must satisfy two requirements.

First, the state law must he specifically directed toward entities en
gaged in insurance. Second. as explained above, the state law must
suhstantialt affect the risk pooline arrangement hets ecu the insurer
and the insured.’ -

Perhaps the Court’s new direction relating to the savings clause will

provide an alternative to an otherwise inflexible PPHCA.

C. Federal Intervention
One federal approach would be a Department of Justice (“DOJ”)

investigation.04The advantages ofa DOJ analysis include expertise

in antitrust evaluations, the resources needed to perform economet

ric studies, and the general belief that an outside agency will look

objectively at a situation in which the State itself may have been

negligent by not providing adequate oversight and supervision of the

PPHCC.’55 Several procedures are available for enforcing antitrust

law: criminal punishment,85equitable relief including proceedings

in equity,°7 private suits in equity.55 consent decrees,09 and also

private actions.
However, a Congressional amendment which would allow Hawaii

to change its PPHCA would most directly remove the restrictions

under which Hawaii’s current health care system must operate.

The 1983 exemption that holds the PPHCA to its 1974 languag&

prevents any contemporary response to meeting increasing health

care costs and changing demographics Many feel that ERISA in

general has had a disastrous effect on state efforts to improve access

to health care. ‘‘°—‘ They hold little hope that any state’s attempt to

obtain corrective action from Congress can he successful, especially

in view of Hawaii’s protracted attempt from 1974 to 1983 to obtain

its exemption.03 Congress’s original intent with ERISA was to

establish a uniform nation—wide standard for employee rights and

employer responsibilities in order to stabilize pension plans and

protect retirees,04 Because of this original aim toward national

uniformity, ERISA stifles state innovation and modem response to

current health care needs.
Consideration should also be given to actually repealing the

PPHCA. This is probably the best way to open the doors to coin-

petition. Although proponents will argue that Hawaii employees

will lose health care benefits, this author believes it more likely

that employers would continue to provide insurance to employees

just as they did from l974_l983,0 while the PPHCA was actually

preempted by ERISA. Even in the absence of a mandate, it is highl

likely that providing medical benelits will remain an important way

in which small business employers can compete for more qualified

employees*”

V. Conclusion
In 1974, two laudable events occurred: Hawaii passed the PPHCA,

designed to ensure that more of its citizens have access to reason

able health care coverage at a reasonable price:”7 and Congress

passed ERISA. designed to assure American citizens that pension

and other employee benefit plans would be well-managed and kept

solvent.08 Congress attached a very broad preemption clause to
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ERISA in order to insure that all Americans would he covered and
that ERISA plans would be portable. ‘ This clause, however, had
the unfortunate effect of preempting the Hawaii PPHCA.’

Later. Congress granted Hawaii a unique exemption from ERISA
preemption and provided an opportunity for Hawaii’s statewide ex
periment in employer mandated health care coverage.2’However.
Congress’s grant of this ERISA exemption also tied Hawaii to the
law (PPI-ICA as it was enacted in I 974. Now, almost three de
cades later. f-Iawan’s PPHCA has become outmoded and untenable.
Further. the PPI-IC,\ likely tailed its uricinal purpose of increasing
health care access. Thc number of insureds in 1969. 88.1 ° is

not appreciably different from that in 1999, three decades later, at
$$9%244 Although Hawaii’s marketplace and demographics have
changed dramatically204,Hawaii remains tied to the 1974 PPHCA
language and therefore is unable to address modern demands.

The constraints of Hawans express exemption deny Hawaii any

flexibility in meeting the new demands of a changed niarket.
These demands are exemplified by the conflict het een balancing
increased patient expectations and higher longevity v ith decreased
resources and higher costs of providing that care. Additionally, the
language of the Act itself calls for new plans to meet a standard of
benefits set by the largest plans in the state. This type of regulation
has set an artificially achieved benchmark and is not a benchmark
achieved as a result of a freely competitive market.

Further, the PPHCA v as implemented in such a way that it raised
questions of conflict of interest and monopoly maintenance. The
Dl,IR Director’s responsibility is to administer the Act1 after
receiving recommendations and advice from the Council.1 The
Director determines whether any applicant plan meets mandated

.Seo snpIanniex 2. 48-48, and xcccoosnyin8 text.
s1Jp1 4 .,,

a
208. See san’a notes. 33-38, and accsn. an ySg text.
2051. See siipra notes 1.04-tOo, 127-138, •and accompanying text,
210, See sxipra notes 104-108, and acnsrn noosing text.
21.1. Seesupnsten 11.12, tOO, and accn.moanying text.
211. See sxora note.x 03-173, and acco xn4ng text.

requirements.1 Flowever. in the past. health plans applying to do
business in the state found a formidable hurdle in both the application
process and in meeting the benchmark asset by the PPF-ICA and a’
implemented by the Counc1l.t Formerly. applicant plans were at a
distinct disadvantage, having to share proprietary information with
marketplace competitors2mwho were members of the committee.2t
This created a glaring conflict of interest, at sorst, illegal monopoly
maintenance, and at best, an appearance of impropriety.

As H\ISA and Kaiser has e recemln resigned their memberships
on the Council. the Governor’s ness l appointed DLIR Director has
a fresh opportunito to rev ie the composition and functions of the
Council and to pro\’ide safeguards to protect proprietary in lormation.
The State must insure active supervision of the Council’s activities
in order to encourage the entry of new competitors to the Hawaii
market.

The State may also consider implementing initiatives, on a local
level, of I ) laws of general applicahilito and 2) lass s that relate to
insurance regulation. Both of these approache.s mao’ gi e I lawaii
options to deal with rising health care costs, and would not be at
odds with ERISA. Indeed, the language that authorizes these ap
proaches is found ‘a ithin ERISA itself.211

Additionally, the State may ask its’ Congressional delegation to
pursue a broader ERISA exemption, one that will allow Hawaii to
change its PPHCA. encouraging competition and promoting inno
vation in its health care delivery system. Undoubtedly, it will take
courage. tenacity, and resources to honestly’ evaluate the effects
of the PPHCA. to pursue the modifications necessary to make it
relevant for today’s world, and. alternatively, to work for its repeal
if other solutions prove untenable.
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A Community-Based Asthma
Management Program: Effects on
Resource Utilization and Quality of Life

Abstract

Objective: The Wzianae Coast Comprehensive Health
Cenrer( ll C( 71C) deielopedan intciratedco,mnunitv

based ast/illia nianai.ciiu’iit in an e/frrt to

reduce inappropriate medical uith:ation and improve

qua/its of li/c in their pethatric asthma population.

Methods: Over a period ot three years, ei/ity-eight
children Wit/i asthma participated in the community—
iased asthma inanagementprogra,n. Duruii. this time.

an autoinaret/ asthma rrackinç svtenl was developed.
the WCCHC established a standard system at care

based on the National Asthma Education and Pre

vention Program Expert Panel Report Guidelines/or

the Diagnosis and Management of Asthma (zVAEPP
Asthma Guide/ines)adapredfiircuhturalsen.sitivitv, and

a coordinated tell! care approach was implemented

in the asthma management program.

the overall asthma related visits decreased from 1.5

to 0.25 per person after the initial CHW encountec

These results were replicated during the 2000-2001
intervention period where aicratte per capita chaics
decreased from S310 to 5/29 and El) encounters

dropped from J2io lOafter the tirstCflWencountec In

addinon, the number ofhi gli utili:ers- defined as those

presenting to the ED two or more fillies for asthma-

relateddiagnoses- sharp/v decreasedfrom 1 76 in 1998
to only 16 in 2001. Qua/its of life improved, with 72%
/thver nighttime and 96 feiler daytime symptoms

reportedafrerCllllinterienriondurmç’ the pilot studs.

1)urinç’ the sear 2000. symptoms chirimig exercise and

asthma related doctor visits decreased 59% and 67%
respectively after Cl—lW intervention.

Conclusion: The community-based asthma mnaiiac’e—
11 lent p,I)gictn demonstrated success in improving

utili:ation patterns timid reducing asthma—related

espelise among program participants. improvement

was also noted in qua/its of life as espressed through

frequency and mime ofasthma symptoms. Other health

care institutions may also be positively impacted

bv devc/opinç’ niultidisciplmars team implemented.

culrurallv—adapted. and scientifically—based disease

llIamicç’enient programs.

Results: During the pilot study, forty children partici

pated in the program. Among these forty individuals,

there was a sigmfi ant decrease in both per capita

expenditures andast/una related iisitsafiercommunits

health worker ( CHW intervention. .4vera’e per capita

c/ldlrges decreased from S235 to 5181, E,neriencv

I)eparttnent EDj visits decreased/ron, 60 to JO, and
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Introduction
Asthma prevalence, morbidity, and severity rates in
the pediatric population have been steadily rising.
An increase of more than 40% over the past decade
has elevated the asthma prevalence rate to greater
than 5% of the United States’ pediatric population/
This translates into an estimated 5 million children
nationwide suffering from asthma, making it the most
common chronic childhood disease.7 In 2000, 5.8%
of those 5 to 17 years old reported having an asthma
episode in the past year.3

The State of Hawaii leads the nation in asthma
prevalence, with 87.7 cases per 1000 persons as op
posed to the national average of 55 cases per 1000
persons. The ethnic distribution shows Hawaiians
as having the highest asthma prevalence in the State
(Hawaiians/ 143.2 per 1000, Filipinos/75.7 per 1000,
Chinese/72.6 per 1000. Others/82.7 per 1000, and
Caucasians/7l,8 per l000). According to the 2001
Hawaii Health Survey, the age group with the highest
asthma prevalence in Hawaii is birth to fourteen, In
the same category, 15,245 of the 32,812 children are
of Native Hawaiian ancestry.5This data points to the
Native Hawaiian childhood and youth population as
having the highest asthma prevalence in the State of
Hawaii.

Asthma care presents a substantial financial burden.
The projected cost of asthma in the United States for
the year 2000 was $14.5 billion.’ Annual direct and
indirect costs for asthma in Hawaii are estimated at 127
to 296 million dollars.7Emergency Department (ED)
visits and inpatient care are responsible for more than
40% of the total national medical costs for asthma.8
Between 1992 and 1999, ED visits increased 29%
nationwide, with the pediatric population making up
the majority of the visits, The rate of outpatient and
ED visits continued to climb after 1995, while the
hospitalization rate decreased.9Children with asthma
visited the ED 2.2 more times and paid 2.8 times
more in total annual medical costs than those without
asthma.°

With these factors in mind, the Waianae Coast
Comprehensive Health Center developed an integrated
community-based asthma management project to im
prove quality of life and decrease inappropriate medi
cal utilization in their pediatric population. Located
within a medically underserved area, the WCCHC
services the most Native Hawaiians in the State of
Hawaii. Waianae has the youngest population as well
as the highest percentage of Hawaiian/Part Hawaiians
(41%) in the State.H During 1999, 3,46(3 visits were
made by 1,468 individuals to the WCCHC Emergency
Department for asthma related diagnoses. Children
under 14 years old comprised 43% of the 1,468 indi
viduals, Fifty-nine percent (59%) were Hawaiian/Part
Hawaiian, The total cost for asthma (all ages) at the
WCCHC during 1999 was $720,360.48, with 51 % of

this attributed to ED visits. During 2000, 806 children
under the age of 14 presented to WCCHC t’or asthma
related care. Seventy-four percent of these children
were Medicaid/Medicaid Managed Care (QUEST)
or uninsured. A review of utilization patterns among
those managed care patients who incurred the major
ity of encounters and charges over a one-year period
revealed that 5% of total patients were responsible for
25% of the charges. Children with asthma represented
a high percentage of these utilizers.7

Measurable outcomes included utilization patterns
and patient quality-of-life questionnaires. It was an
ticipated that the asthma management project would
result in fewer asthma-related visits to WCCHC and
improve quality of life among participants.

Methods

Study Population: The target population was asthmatic
children between the ages of 3 and 10 years old for the
pilot study and 3 and 14 years old tbr the 2000-2001
intervention period. During the 1999 pilot study, 78
potential participants were identified, and 40 (51 %)
consented to participate. Eligibility requirements for
this study included an asthma-related hospitalization
and/or more than one asthma-related ED or same day
office visit in the past 45 days. Two hundred thirty-
one children were referred during the 2000-2001
intervention period, with 48 (21%) of these agreeing
to be program participants. Program participants for
both phases ranged from mild to severe asthma clas
sifications.

To identify participants for the pilot study, various
methods were employed. An electronic tracking system
was developed which sent daily printouts of all asthma-
diagnosed ED encounters to the asthma educators for
review. From October to December 1999, the search
was broadened to include all patients who received
updrafts in either the ED or at an office visit, In an
effort to enhance potential participation, referrals from
primary care providers and case management were
also accepted.

Project Design: In order to develop a standard system
of care for asthma management, WCCHC selected the
NAEPP Asthma Guidelines as an infrastructure, A
multidisciplinary team representing pediatrics, family
practice. internal medicine, chronic disease, behavioral
health, pharmacy, and preventive health convened to
review these guidelines with respect to the cultural
needs of the community and the current practices of the
WCCHC’s providers. The NAEPPAsthma Guidelines
were adapted to Waianae practice and adopted by the
providers in July 1999. During the implementation
phase ofthe pilot study, two community health workers
(CHWs) were trained for II months in the following
areas: anatomy and physiology of asthma; symptoms
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and triggers, severity classifications; asthma medica
tions; peak flow meter, inhaler and spacer use and care:
and relaxation and strengthening exercises, Potentially
high—risk asthma participants \\ crc referred to the
asthma management program through the electronic
s\ stem or by the primary care provider (PCP( After
reviewing the patient’s history and asthma inter en-
non plan documented in the medical chart, initial ap
pointments were made by the CHWs as home visits.

The first visit ft’cused on building rapport, evaluating
family and social supports, and assessing the home
environment for triggers. Barriers to regular medical
follow-up care, treatment, compliance, and quality of
life were also assessed, The CHW then collaborated
s’ ith the asthma treatment team ( PCP, (‘l—lWs, project
coordinator. MD consultant, and patient) to de elop
an asthma intervention plan. with particular emphasis
placed on medication management. \‘isit results were
recorded in progress notes and encounter forms were
printed for each subsequent visit to facilitate tracking
of utilization,

For the 2000-2001 grant period, the home outreach
model was expanded on. Greater efforts were focused
on integrating the asthma management/education
services into existing clinics and programs through
in—office education. The management curriculum re

mained similar to the pilot year with greater emphasis
on medication management . Additional educational
tools to augment asthma education included a set of
diseased lungs. a year’s supply of cigarette tar in a
bottle, medical complication flip charts, and an inter
active asthma education CD.

An Asthma Management Education andAssessment
Summary Report was developed for use by the CHWs
when communicating information in the medical chart.
‘l’his form helped the asthma management team track

patient self-management goals such as medication man
agement. environmental triggers. exercise.relaxation.
and prevention. Chronic disease self-management
was added as an electronically track-able procedure

on both the enabling and medical encounter forms in
April 2001, In addition, the brief quality of life tool
developed during the pi lot year was continued forboth
pre and post assessments.

Results

Patient Encounters: Forty of the 7t potential partici
pants consented to he pan of’ the pilot program. The
home en aluation form was completed for 20 (50%)
of these patients.

Two hundred thirty-one children were referred to the
2000-2001 asthma management project. Forty-eight
(214) of these actively participated in the program.
CH\Vs conducted a total of 158 visits among these 48
participants.

Utilization Patterns: The 4(1 pilot stud participants
visited WCCHC with asthma related complaints 103
times from March I, 1999 to April 30. 2000. Of this
total. 83 visits occurred before the participants’ first
encounter with the CHW. Twenty visits occurred after

the first encounter. The latter number represents 19%
of the total number of isits. Before CHW interven
tion. the program participants averaged I .5 visits per

person. After the first CHW x isit. this decreased to
0.25 visits per person. The charges incuiTed for all
visits was S36.6l3 (excluding the salary (1w 1 FTh CHW

at approximately $28,000/year). Of this total. $29.384
was charged before the participants’ first encounter

with the CKW and $7229 was charged after the first
encounter. The latter number represents 20% of total
charges. Per capita, this means a decrease from $735
to $181 for asthma related visits. In addition, 28 of

the 40 (7(1%) participants did not have another asthma
related visit to WCCHC after their iirst encotinter

with the Cl-lW.
It is interesting to note that two non—compliant

participants incurred hills for $3,302 after their first
CHW encounter. If this amount were subtracted front

Table 1.— Pilot Study Home Evaluation Summary

Homes not evaluated % of homes Homes evaluated % of homes

No consent for home sit - seen in clinic 38% One or more as:ma triggers noted 100%

Table 2.— Pilot Study Period

Measurable Outcome Before CHW Intervention After CHW Intervention

iota) costs to WCCHC among program parhcipants $29,384 ($735 per capita) $7429’ ($181 per capita(

ED encounters amoco program participants 60 10

ED c.osts among prooram participants $918 per capita 8469 per cap.ta

ncdes too ron-conpanr nd,duals nbc crred S33D2 ca’aes cc no rcVde CHW sa:are
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the total charges and charges incurred al1er the first
CHW visit. only 9% of total costs would have been
charged after the initial asthma education visit.

The numberofasthma related complaints seen in the
E[) among the program participants decreased from 60
to 10 after the initial ClIW encounter. This translates
to an a’erasre of S94$ per capita before CFIW isit and
S419 after initial CHW encounter, AdditionalI. 61
of all participants had no further asthma related ED
visits.

lotal asthma related expenses for the 2000-2001
study period decreased by more than half among the
48 participants after the first Cl-lW encounter. During
the period of October I. 2000 through September 30.
2001. pmgram participants visited the WCCHC for

asthma related complaints a total of 134 times and
incurred a total of S 14.866 bet we CIIV’ inter ention.
After the first 01W visit, a total of S6, 185 was spent.
Per capita. this shows an average decrease from S3l0
to 5129. Total ED visits decreased from 32 prior to
initiation of Cl—lW intervention to 10 following the
initial educational session. .Average asthma related ED
charges dropped from SI 11 9 per person to SI 88 per
person after Cl-lW inter ention. The number of high
utilizers, defined as those presenting to the ED for
asthma related symptoms three or more times a year,
decreased 91% from 176 in 1998 to 16 in 2001.

In an effort to assess seasonal variation, total asthma
related expense was also examined among 17 patients
referred to the project that failed to show up for asthma
education with the CHW. No significant change was
noted prior and following referral. The total amount
spent on these individuals before referral was S 14.393.
and after referral it was 513.002. Average per capita
charges among referred children that did not participate

in the study decreased froni 5853 prior to initial CHW
referral to 5765 at the end of the grant \ ear.

Oua1ityofIifc: For the pilot program. .25 (63%)ot’tlie
40 participants returned the quality of life evaluation
forms. Thirt-six individuals (75c 3 completed the
quality of life forms during the year 2000. An overall
improvement was sustained over both years.

Discussion

Program Participants: Several factors contributed
to the fact that only 40 out of the 78 patients recruited
actually participated in the program. The pilot studs
began in the spring, a time of year when there is a
decrease in the number of asthma related complaints.
Therefore, the number of potential participants to
evaluate for the asthma program was limited until the
winter months, when the number of asthma related
complaints increased. It was diflicult to make initial
phone contact with several patients due to wrong num
bers. numbers no longer in service, and relatives not
relaying messages. Some parents were uncomfortable
with a “stranger” calling their house. Due to the lag
time in between receiving apotential participant’s name
and actual contact, some parents were not interested
in the program since they were no longer alarmed by
their child’s recent bout with asthma.

Of the 40 patients who consented to an initial visit
with the CHW. difficulties were encountered in es
tablishing follow—up appointments. Although future
appointments were scheduled at the time of the first
visit, many of those appointments resulted in cancel
lations or no-shows. An unforeseen condition was that
living situations changed. Contacting the participant

Table 3.— 2000 2001 Intervention Period

Control Group

Measurable Outcome Before CHW Intervention After CHW Intervention

Total costs to WCCHC among program participants $14866 S31O per capita) $6.t 85 )$129 per capita)

ED encounters among program participants 32 10

ED costs arrrc’g program partlepanls 511 r9 ocr cap1a F 88 per camta

-cIa roe’ -g’ zers ‘5 1

Table 4.— Assessing for Seasonal VariatIons

Before CHW Referral After CHW Referral

Table 5.— Quality of Life

Indicator Pilot Program Response Year 2000 Response

Fewer daytinre symptoms

Fewer nihii.me symptoms 72% 42%

Fewer symparns during exercise 84% 59%

Deu’e r, ‘r’te’ o’ ashma dcclc’
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by phone often required several attempts. If possible,
the CHW offered asthma education in conjunction
with another scheduled appointment at the WCCHC
in order to increase the chances of the patient keeping
the appointment.

Over time, it became apparent that it was propitious
for the CHW to provide as much asthma education as
possible at the first appointment. At the second appoint
ment, the CHW reviewed the most important aspect
of asthma education for that participant as well as a
modified asthma care plan if provided by the PCP.

The major limiting factor for the program was the
patient. An attitude of indifference prevailed, making it
difficult to set an appointment when the child was not
experiencing symptoms. Therefore, it was proposed
for the ensuing study phase that asthma education be
combined with scheduled PCP appointments. The
CHW would be on-call and would aim to establish
rapport and begin asthma education at these short
encounters.

The initial intent of the 2000-2(X) 1 intervention period
was to specifically focus on children with excessive
ED utilization or with frequent same-day out-patient
clinic visits. However, due to the low number of re
ferrals during the first quarter of the grant year. any
direct provider referrals were followed by the asthma
management team. It may appear that with only a 21 %
participation rate drawing conclusions based on this
model may be preliminary. Yet the dramatic decrease
in ED utilization illustrates the importance and rel
evance of this community-based asthma management
program.

Sorting through the ED printouts was tedious, cum
bersome, and yielded only one active participant. Direct
involvement by providers, who referred patients at the
time of the clinic visit, provided the most positive as
surance that the patient would successfully participate
in the program and fostered a sense that the asthma
management project was a vital component of clinical
asthma care at the WCCHC.

A key to successful integration of asthma manage
ment education appears to be the support of the medi
cal provider as well as the timing of the intervention.
Education integrated into either a symptomatic or
preventive clinic visit reinforces the importance of
the prevention and disease management component.
Likewise, when the patient presents to the ED at the
time ofcrisis and greatest need, educational intervention
would likely be most effective. Most patients did not
verbalize or demonstrate interest in asthma education
after the crisis was resolved,

Utilization Patterns: Previous studies have shown that
coordinated asthma education/management programs
have the propensity to decrease ED utilization, hos
pitalizations, and other asthma-related expenditures.
One military hospital saved an estimated $4845 per

asthma patient annually after asthma education was
provided,2while another military hospital decreased
hospital admissions from 147 to 87 over the two years
that their asthma management program was in place)3
A third hospital experienced a decreased length of
hospital stay of 12 hours per admission and saved an
average of $30 ),000 per year after an asthma education
program was implemented)4Positive outcomes were
demonstrated in the WCCHC asthma management
program even after seasonal variations were assessed.
Over the three years that the asthma management
program was in place. asthma related ED visits and
expenditures continued to decrease. The success of
the program can be seen most clearly in the drastic
decrease of high utilizers.

In a study comparing a randomized control group
receiving a one-time asthma education session with
a group receiving the education plus asthma case
management, a decrease of 57% to 75% in resource
utilization was noted in the experimental group.15The
WCCHC used an integrated, patient-centered, multi
disciplinary team approach in the asthma management
program. Case management inevitably became a part
of the program as CHWs conducted home assessments
and met with the participants 2 to 3 times over the
course of the intervention, This asthma case manage
ment component, as opposed to a one-time education
session, may have contributed to the success of the
program.

Another strength of the asthma management pro
gram may have been the repeated emphasis on proper
medication management. A recent study found that,
due to inadequate asthma education at the doctor’s
office, most parents develop a “trial and error” meth
odology in caring for their asthmatic children. Nearly
half of those parents interviewed reported receiving
little or no education at the time of first asthma di
agnosis. Additionally, over half of those parents of
children with an established history of asthma did
not understand the way their children’s medication
worked.16 The implications of misunderstanding the
mechanism of medication action have a direct impact
on asthma-related ED visits. Farber et al. correlated
a misunderstanding of inhaled corticosteroid action
with an 82% decrease in daily use of the medication,17
Daily use of inhaled corticosteroids has been shown
to contribute to a significant decrease in ED visits.15

Conclusion
The asthma management program has demonstrated
success in improving utilization patterns and in re
ducing asthma related expense among program par
ticipants. Improvement has also been noted in quality
of life as expressed through frequency and time of
asthma symptoms. The WCCHC’s community-based
asthma prevention/education program has been refined
through cultural adaptation of scientifically based
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Phone (808) 988-6900

Offering free non-judgmental counseling on end-of-life options
for the terminally ill, including information on hastening death.
Presentations for medical groups and healthcare professionals
available and may qualify for CME credit. Please call or e-mail
us at hicompassionindying.org
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Abstract
r5’.2f s1r cad cuco reased cnf
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yrevices study Fe/icr buves/igat/ori of f/ce pcfrcty/

renafiO.’i5/lV is a arIan/ed

Introduction
A number of studies have found reduced risk of neural

tube defects (NTDs) with maternal periconceptional

use of tolic acid. This association has been linked to

polymorphisms in genes for folate metabolism such as

5.1 0-methylenetetrahydrofolate reductase (MTHFR

and methionine svnthase reductase (MTRR)of Sev

eral investigations have likewise noted a relationship

between mutations in MTHFR and MTRR genes

and Down syndromed although other investiga

tions reported no such associationy- Folic acid is a

component of DNA synthesis. If DNA synthesis is

impaired, then there may be problems in the segrega

tion of chromosomes during cell division, leading to

aneuploidies such as Down syndrome. Impairment

of DNA synthesis also could interfere with rapid cell

division during the early development of the fetus.

resulting in structural defects such as NTDs,

The observation that both NTDs and Down syndrome

may he iniluenced by polymorphisms in the same

folate metabolism genes suggests a similar etiology

for at least a portion of these two birth defects. One

recent study demonstrated an elevated risk of Down

syndrome among siblings of infants with NTDs and

vice versa.rc However, an accompanying editorial

mentioned several limitations to this study. The

studs was hospital-based. and risk for conditions

in hospital-based studies may he exaggerated when

compared to population-based studies, Moreover, the

reference rates for NTDs and Down syndrome that

were used were from other populations. The results

of a subsequent hospital-based investigation did not

support the findings of the original studyd The intent

of the present investigation was to determine the risk

of Down syndrome among older siblings of infants

and fetuses with NTDs and vice versa using data from

a population-based birth defect registry and reference

rates from the population being studied.

Methods
Data for this analysis was obtained from the Hawaii

Birth Defect Program HBI)P), a population-based birth

defects registry for the state of Hawaii. HBDP staff

identify eligible infants and fetuses anv pregnancy

outcome with one or more reportable birth defect

identified between conception and one year after

delivery where the pregnancy ended in Hawaiü and

collect information throu h review of logs and medi

cal records at all deli\ery and tertiary care pediatric

hospitals, facilities that perform elective terminations

secondary to fetal anomalies, genetic counseling cen

ters. cytoenetic laboratories, and all but one major

prenatal ultrasound facility in the state. Through its

multiple source ascertainment 5 stem, the ascertain

ment of eligible infants and fetuses by the I-IBDP is

believed to be as complete as possible.

Among the information the HBDPeollects is the total

number of older siblings. This information generally

is available in the medical records the HBDP staff

review as a mention of the total parity or gravidity

or a list of all previous pregnancies. The HBDP also

collects the history of birth defects among older sib

lings. The manner in which this is done is described

elsewhere.0Briefly, birth defects among oldersiblings

are identified through review of the medical records of

the probands as well as review of the medical records

of any older siblings mentioned to have birth defects

where possible. The HBDP database is also examined

to identify multiple infants or fetuses with the same

mother and/or father.
Cases were all infants and fetuses with Down syn

drome conhrmed by cvtogenetic analysis or NTDs

delivered during 1986-2000, Reference rates for the

two birth defects were calculated based on the 281,866

live births deliered in Ha’ au during 1986-2000. The

total numberof older siblings ofany pregnanc\ outcome

were determined for each birth defect. The number of

older siblings with an NTD was determined for Down

s\ndrome cases and the number of older siblings with

Down syndrome was determined for NTD cases. The

observed number of older siblings with the birth de

itiathws B. Jorre.ster BS

Ruth I). Med MS

H/dAB MEDOAL JOURNAL, VOL. 10, AURA 2o:4
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feet in question was then compared with the expected
number based on the reference rate, P-values and 959t-.
confidence intervals (Cisi were calculated using Pois
son probability. P—values less than or equal to (>05
or 95. Cis that did not include 1.0 were considered
to indicate that the observed number of older siblings
with a particularhirth defect was signiticantl\ different
than expected.

Results
During 1986-2000. there were 286 infants and fetuses
with NTDs and 441 with Down sxndrome. resulting in
reference rates of 10,1 per 10.000 li e births for NTDs
and 1 5.6 per 10,000 live births far Down syndrome.

The numberofoldersiblings wasknosvn for 284 NTD
cases, of which 205 had one or more older siblings. A
total of 396 older siblings was identified, None of the
older siblings were reported to have Down syndrome,
which is not signiticantlv different from the 0,77603
siblings that were expected based on the reference rate
(P=0.460; o)5 Cl 0.00-4.75).

The number of older siblings was identified for
432 cases of Down syndrome. and 362 of these cases
had one or more older siblings. There was a total of
981 older siblings. One older sibling had an NTD
(encephalocele). This is not significantly different
l’rom the 0,99539 older siblings with NTDs that were
expected based on the reftrrence rate (P=0.630. 95’
Cl 0.03-5.60.

Discussion
Using population-based data and reference rates from
the study population, we failed to find increased risk of
Down syndrome among older siblings of infants and
fetuses with NTDs and vice versa. This is contrary to
the findings of a previous study. although consistent
with a subsequent investigation.’

Our investigation also has limitations. Since the
maternal age at the previous pregnancies was not
known, a maternal age-adjusted expected number of
Down syndrome births could not be calculated. In
addition, the medical records of all older siblings were
not reviewed, only those where there had been report
of a birth defect in the records of the proband and the
siblings’ medical records could be found, and those that
were in the HBDP database.. Thus some birth dehets
among siblings might be missed. It is unknown to
what degree this will impact the investigation. Ilow—
ever, the data in other population-based birth defects
registries will likely suffer from the same limitation.
Finally, the relatively small number of cases and older
siblings limits the statistical signifieanceofthe analysis:
thus, this investigation has limited power. This study
may be considered a pilot. Since some birth deftocts
registries in other states also may collect information
on birth defects among family members,10’other birth
defects registries with larger populations may repeat

this an’tlx si s Furthermore, the data pi esented hue may
be combino,d s ith data from other population bascd
birth detects registi ies in meta—anal ses that alloss for
greater statistical siunitiLance.

Considering that the results of our i n sti cation ditfer
from that of th on final s udx to ther n stication
into the potential link hetss CCII NTDs and Down s ii—

drome i’ ss arranted.
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Surgical Notes from Ancient Tonga

Introduction
In November of 1806, an English ship, the PORTAU
PRINCE, a privateer which was also fitted out for
whaling, began taking on water from a large leak. The
captain decided to put into Tonga for repair. Captain
James Cook had charted these islands some thirty years
earlier and had met with a friendly reception, so much
so that he called them the Friendly Islands, But soon
after the PORT AU PRINCE anchored off the island
of Haapai in Tonga, the ship was captured by native
warriors, Most of the crew were massacred. By the
express wishes of Finau, the local chief, a young lad
by the name of William Mariner, fifteen years of age,
the captains clerk, was spared and taken into the chiefs
ohana. Tonga in those times had not been significantly
influenced by the rare appearance of English or French
ships in these islands. The society. culture, and arts
were as they had always been. Surgical instruments
and dressing were prepared from native materials.
There were no metals, no woven articles, and nothing
written nor illustrated.

William Mariner resided for 5 years in Tonga, be
came fully conversant in the Tongan language, and
lived solely among the native people. He was picked
up by a passing English ship and thereby returned to
the British Isles. In London he was befriended by a
London physician, Dr. John Martin, who, in 1817,
published a detailed account of Mariners observations
of the Tongan society and of his many experiences
while living in Tonga.

With some editing and revision by the author, PWD,
the surgical notes, as recalled by William Mariner,

are taken from Dr. Martin’s publication.
Let the reader judge for himself the skill and compe

tence of the isolated surgeons of Tonga at the beginning
of the nineteenth century.

Management of Chest Wounds
“Kauvo is an operation which is performed to allow
of the escape of extravasated blood, which has lodged
in the cavity of the thorax, in consequence of wounds,
or for the extraction of a broken arrow, There are no
other instances where they think of performing it.
The instruments they use are a piece of bamboo and
a splinter of shell: sometimes a probe made of the
stem of the coconut leaf. I saw a number of persons
on whom the operation had been performed. and who

were in perfect health; and two instances of the fact
itself I was an eyewitness to, The one I am about to
describe was performed upon a Fiji islander, who had
received a barbed arrow in the right side, between the
fifth and sixth ribs; not in a line directly below the
nipple, but about an inch backwards. The arrow had
broken off about three inches from the point, under
the third row of barbs: and from the rise and fall of
the thorax in the act of respiration the whole piece was
perfectly concealedfrom any external view. The barbs
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The surgeons
“No native of Tonga undertakes to practise surgery,
unless he has been at the Fiji Islands, where constant
wars afford great opportunities of becoming skillful;
and no native of Tonga would employ a surgeon who
had not been thus schooled. Nor would anyone, as I
believe, undertake an important surgical operation,
unless he feels himself confident in what he is about
to perform. It must he said of them, that they are not
rash in their opinions. When a surgeon performs an
operation, he never fails to obtain a present from the
patient or his friends,”

Paul W J)ale MI)

Mr. Mariner in the costume of the 7ixnga islaneLc.
F .hiOh.d ilv 8. 1816 1o’
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and the point were of the same piece with the arrow.
They are made thin under each barb, on purpose that
they may break. The barbs of this arrow were about
a quarter of an inch transverse diameter, and the stem
of the arrow under each row of barbs about the eighth
of an inch.”

“A countryman of the wounded man wished to
perform the operation, but the patient desired that
a friend of his, a native of Vavau, should manage it,
This proved that he placed at least equal confidence
in his skill as in that of his countryman; for he had
seen him perform the operation several times before
at the Fiji Islands.”
The patient was now lying on his back, but a little
inclined to his left side: and this was considered a
favourable posture for the operation. It was a fine
clear day, and the weather warm.

“[lad it been rainy or cloudy, or had the patient
felt himself cold, fires would have been lighted in
the house, and a burning torch held to his side, to
relax the integuments, and to render by such means
the wound more favourable. The wound had been
received the day before: and on pressing the finger
upon its orifice the broken end of the arrow could not
now be felt, except by the pain which such pressure
gave the patient. In the first place, the operator marked
with a piece of charcoal the situation and length of the
intended incision, which was about two inches; the
small wound made by the arrow being in the centre of
it. The integuments were now drawn upwards, so that
the black line lay upon and parallel with the superior
rib; an assistant pressing his hand above, and another
below the situation ofthe intended incision, with a view
to keep the integuments firm and steady. The operator
having now chosen a fit piece of bamboo, began his
incision, and carried it down to the bone, the whole
length of the mark, which was done with five or six
motions of the hand, aided by considerable pressure.
in this part of the operation a shell could not be used,
on account of its liability to break. The integuments
being now allowed to return to their natural situation,
the incision was cautiously continued with a splinter
of shell, midway between the two ribs, dividing the
intercostal muscles to nearly the same extent as the
external wound, to allow of the introduction of a fin
ger and thumb to lay hold of the arrow. During this
part of the operation, however, the end of the arrow
became perceptible, protruding between the ribs at
every inspiration. The operator, as soon as possible,
secured it with the finger and thumb of his left hand:
while with his right he proceeded to widen the incision
on either side, that he might take a deeper and firmer
hold, and secure, if possible, the second row of barbs.
To facilitate the operation, he now slipped the noose
of a string over the barbs he held between his finger
and thumb, and having secured which, his left hand
was no longer in the way of his right; for by drawing

the string as far as prndence would allow, he kept it
pressed upon the superior rib, and thereby preserved the
arrow from receding at every expiration. The incision
was now carried through the intercostal muscles and
the pleura, sufficiently to allow of the introduction of
the finger and thumb of the right hand, with which he
endeavoured to disengage as much as possible what
might obstruct the barbs; while with his left finger
and thumb he laid hold of the end of the arrow, and
kept gently twisting it, always one way, so as to break
down those obstructions which could not be removed
with the other hand, taking care, however, not to use
so much force as might be supposed liable to break
the barbs: and in this way, in the course of two or three
minutes, he withdrew the arrow, bringing with it a small
portion of the substance of the lungs, which could not
be disengaged. During this part of the operation the
patient was almost insensible; he was held by those
about him, to prevent any mischief arising from his
struggles, which at times were violent. The operator
now carefully examined the arrow, and being satisfied
that every barb (of which there were three rows) was
entire, he ordered him to be gently turned on the right
side, so that the wound was depending; and to make
it more completely so, a quantity of ngatu itapal was
placed under him in two situations, namely under the
shoulder, and under the pelvis, in such a way that the
orifice of the wound was evidently the most depending
portion of the thorax. The patient being now perfectly
sensible, the operator desired him to make a full inspi
ration, enquiring whether it gave him much pain; and
being answered that he could bear it tolerably well,
he desired him to make several full inspirations from
time to time, but not so as to fatigue himself, and oc
casionally to move his body gently. By these means a
considerable quantity of blood was discharged. Afew
hours afterwards the operator introduced between the
ribs a portion of banana leaf, smoothly folded several
times, and anointed with coconut oil, as a pledget to
keep open the wound. He ordered his patient to be
kept perfectly quiet, not to be spoken to, no noise to
be made, nor his attention to be attracted in any way:
to live chiefly upon vegetable diet, or if he had any
kind of meat, fowl in preference to pork, or if pork, it
was to be very small in quantity, and without the least
fat, with coconut milk for drink, in any quantity that
he felt disposed to take. The first night he had a great
deal of pain, much thirst, and little sleep: the follow
ing day he was much easier, a great deal of blood was
found to have been discharged, and a fresh pledget was
introduced, which was renewed every morning as long
as any discharge was apparent. When the discharge of
sanguinous fluid ceased, which was in about nine or
ten days, the operator introduced his probe, to be sure
that the cessation of the discharge was not occasioned
by any obstruction. He then contented himself with
a more superficial pledget, that the external orifice
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might not heal too soon; and the patient was allowed
to change his posture occasionally, but not for a long
time together. As he grew better a little more meat was
allowed him: but the use of kava was interdicted until
he got tolerably well. The wound healed in about six
weeks, without any sort of dressing or washing: the
patient \\ as contined to his house about two months.
and was not perfectly recoered till near a twelve—
month. ss hen he seemed as health and as strong as
ever, with scarcely an cough having supers ened in
the meanwhile. This was considered a very danger—
otis wound, and a yen well conducted cure. I do not
know that they are acquainted either with the exact
situation or existence of the intercostal arteries.”

“It often happens that the arrow, not being a barbed
one, is withdrawn without any difficulty; hut still the
surgeon thinks proper to perform the operation of
kauso, not by enlarging the wound made by the arrow,
but by making another at some little distance from it,
in a part which, either from judgment or education,
he deems more safe and proper. In all those persons
whom I knew to have undergone the kauso it had
been perlormed in nearly the same situation as the
one above stated.”

In all cases of considerable wounds produced by
pointed instruments the patient is not allowed to
wash himself till he is tolerably well recovered, nor
to shave, cut his hair, nor his nails All these things
they say are liable to produce kilo (tetanus), unless the
wound be of such a nature, and in such a situation.
that it may with safety be first laid completely open,
then there is no danger. I never witnessed a case of
tetanus produced by these means. They notice that
wounds in the extremities. particularly in the feet and
hands. are liable to produce tetanus.”

Fractures and Dislocations
“As to fractures, and dislocations of the extremities, it
may be said that there is scarcely any native but what
understands how to manage at least those that are most
likely to happen; for they are very well acquainted
with the general forms of the bones, and articulations
of the extremities. They use splints made ofa certain
part of the coconut tree. For broken arms they use
slings of tapa. In fractures of the cranium they allow
nature to take her course without interfering, and it is
truly astonishing what injuries of this kind they will
bear s ithout fatal consequences. There \\ as one man
whose skull had been so beaten in. in two or three
places. by the blows of a club, that his head had an
odd misshapen appearance. and set this man had very

good health. except when he happened to take kava.
which produced a temporary insanity. Fractures of
the clas ide and ribs I never saw.”

Circumcision
“i’/c. or the operation of circumcision, is thus per-

formed. A narrow slip of wood. of a convenient size,
being wrapped round with tapa, is introduced under
the prepuce, along the back of which a longitudinal
incision is than made to theextentof about halfan inch.
either with bamboo or shell (the latter is preferred):
this incision is carried through the outer fold, and the
beginning of the inner fold. the remainder of the latter
being afterwards torn open with the tingers. The end
of the penis is then ss rapped up in the leaf of a tree
called, neatae. and is secured with a bandage. The
ho is not allowed to bathe for three days. The leaf is

renewed once or twice a day. At the Fiji Islands this
operation is performed b amputating a portion of the
prepuce. similar to the Jewish rite.”

Amputation of Testicles and/or
scrotum
“The natives of these islands are very subject to en
largedtesticles. and forthis they sometimes perform the
operation ofpoka (castration). My limited observation
on this subject does not authorize me to speak with
any degree of certainty in regard to the precise nature
of these tumefactions. [Probably filarial infection
leading to elephantiasisi”

“Their mode of performing this operation is sum
mary enough; a bandage being tied with some degree
of firmness round the upper part of the scrotum, so
as to steady the diseased mass, at the same time that
the scrotum is closely expanded over it. an incision
is made with bamboo, just large enough to allow the
testicle to pass. svhich being separated from its cel
lular connections, the cord is divided, and thus ends
the operation. They neither tie the cord, nor take any
pains to stop the bleeding: but, if the testicle be not
very large. and the epidydimis not apparently diseased.
they perform the operation by dissecting it from that
body with the same instrument, The external wound
is kept from closing by a pledget of the banana leaf,
which is renewed every day till the discharge has
ceased, and the scrotum is supported by a bandage.
A profuse hemorrhage is mostly the consequence of
this operation. It was performed seven times within
the sphere of my knowledge, during my stay; three of
which I was a witness. Not one of the seven died.”

“There was one rare instance of a man, both of
whose testes were affected with species of sarcoma.
to a degree almost beyond credit. When he stood tip.
his feet were necessarily separated to the distance of
three quarters of a ‘. ard, and the loaded scrotum. or
rather the morbid mass. reached to within six inches
of the ground. There was no appearance of a penis.
the urine being discharged from a small orifice about
the middle of the tumor. that is to say. about a foot and
a half helms the Os pubis. The man’s general health
was not had: and he could even walk b the help ol a
stick, without has ing any sling or support for his bur—
then. It was specilicalk lighter than fresh \s ater. and
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considerably lighter than salt water, SO as to produce
nuich inconvenience to him when he bathed. lie died
at the island of Foa. about two or three months before
I Ic Vavau.”

Gunshot wounds
“In cases of gunshot wounds, their main object is to
la the s ound open. if it can be done with safety in
respect to the largerblood-vessels and tendons, not only
for the extraction of the bail, if it should still remain,
but for the purpose of converting a fIstulous into an
open wound, that it may thereby heal sooner and bet
ter. If they have to cut down near larger vessels, they
use bamboo in preference to the shell; the same near
tendons, that there maybe less chance of injuring them.
They alavs make incisions nearly in the course of the
muscles, or. at least, parallel ‘‘. ith the limb.”

Sprains
“In cases of sprains, the affected part is rubbed with a
mixture ofoil and water, the friction being always con
tinued in one direction, that is to say, from the smaller
towards the larger branches of the vessels. Friction,
with the dry hand, is also often used in similar and
other cases, for the purpose of relieving pain.”

Tetanus
“Kita is a disease very common among the Tonga
people: but still more common among the natives of
the Fiji Islands. who, from their warlike habits, are
more frequently in the way of it. They adopt. ho ever,
a remedy which the Tonga people have borrowed of
them, and consists in the operation of tokolosi. or pass
ing a reed fIrst wetted with saliva into the urethra, so
as to occasion a considerable irritation, and discharge
of blood; and if the general spasm is very ioIent,
they make a seton of this passage, by passing down
a double thread, looped over the end of the reed, and
when it is felt in the perineum they cut down upon it,
seite hold of the thread, and withdraw the reed, so
that the two ends of the thread hang from the orifice
of the urethra, and the doubled part from the artilicial
opening in the perineum: the thread is occasionally
drawn backwards and forwards, which excites very
great pain, and abundant discharge of blood. The latter
operation I saw performed several times: btit only twice
kr tetanus, arising in both instances from wounds in
the foot. In these cases the spasms. btit particularl
the convulsi\e paroxysm. ‘ere exceedingl violent.
extending to the whole body, neck, face. trunk, and
extremities. In neither case was the jaw permanently
locked, though on every accession it was iolent1y
closed for a few seconds. A native of the Fiji Islands
performed one operation. and Halaapiapi the other.
They both happened at \‘avau, at different times. In
either case the disease came on suddenly, three or four
days after the wound was received, which was from an

arrow not barbed. The moment the symptoms became
evident tokolo.ci was perfoi’med. In the short space of
two hotirs one of them was greatly relieved, and the
other in about six or eight hours. The follo ing day
the one on whom l-ialaapiapi operated was quite eli.
and afterwards had no other attack: consequentl the
thread was withdrawn. The other on the second day
was not quite tree from spasmodic smptoms. and a
paroxysm coming on, the seton was moved frequently.
which in two or three hours gave him great relief, and
he after ards had no other attack. It was thought
prudent, however, to keep in the seton till the fourth
of fifth day, when it was withdrawn. The effect of this
operation was a considerable pain and tumefaction
of the penis. hut which gradually stibsided (in aboLit
five or six day s. The artificial openings in both case
healed spontaneously, without difficulty”

“These are the only two cases of tetanus in which
this operation was performed that I can speak of with
certainty, ha ing been an eye\itness of them. I heard
of several others attheHaapai islands, and at the island
of Tongatapu. some of \vhich were equally fortunate.
From what I have heard and seen of the success of’
this operation at the Tonga Islands, I am disposed to
believe that about three or four in ten recover by the
aid of it. The Fiji islanders, however, speak of the
happy effects of this singular mode of cure with much
more conhdence than the natives of Tonga; but as
they claim the merit of the discovery, they are prob
ably rather too profuse in praise of it Tetanus is not
the only disease for the cure of which the operation
of tokolosi is performed. It is adopted also in cases
of wounds in the abdomen, upon the mistaken notion
that any extravasated blood in the cavity of the abdo
men is capable of passing off by the discharge from
the urethra. 1 saw the operation performed once in
this case, and, as the man was considered in a very
bad state, and notwithstanding got well, the cure was
attributed to this remedy. It is also performed for
relief in cases of general languor and inactivity of the
system; but, in such instances, they only endeavour
to produce irritation by passing the reed without any
thread or artificial opening. The pi’esent King had it
thus performed on him for this purpose: and two days
afterwards he said he felt himself quite light, and full
of spirits.”
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* Instead of the phonetic .spclling of Tongan wOflL
devised by Marine, the author has introduced coil
temporary Jngan spelling.
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Medical School Hotline

Laboratory Professionals: The “Behind
the Scene” Partner in Healthcare

Sheri M Gon, Lecturer

linical laboratories are typically located in basements or
hard-to-find wings of hospitals. Most consumers never see
the inside of hospital or reference laboratories. In—patients

requiring lab tests usually have their specimens collected by a nurse
or phiehotomist. Non-laboratory healthcare professionals provid

ing direct patient care may collect specimens but delivery to the
laboratories is dependent on couriers, pneumatic tube systems, or
lab staff. So, “out of sight. out of mind” rings true when someone
asks what happens in a clinical laboratory.

Because the clinical laboratory is not a visible part of healtheare,
services provided by the laboratory healthcare professionals are
misunderstood or taken for granted.

A typical clinical laboratory consists of laboratory professionals
with levels of responsibilities. The educational requirements of
these professionals range from high school diploma to post-graduate
degrees.

Phlebotomists and laboratory assistants occupy entry-level posi
tions but are essential to any laboratory. They are responsible for
collecting. transporting. and processing specimens in the pre-ana
lytical phase, under the supervision of associate or baccalaureate
degreed laboratory personnel. Kapiolani Community College offers
a certificate in phlebotomy. It is a I 64—hourcourse that includes class
instruction and clinical training at medical facilities in the commu—
nits.. Graduates of the KCC phlebotomy program are eligible to take
the national certification exam provided by the National Certifying
Agency (NCA) or the American Society of Clinical Pathologists
(ASCP.

Medical Laboratory Technicians (MLT5). also kno n as Clinical
Laboratory Technicians CLTs are associate degreed (2 years of
college) laboratoi-y personnel. They are trained to perform many of
the commonly ordered laboratory tests such as basic chemistry and
hematology tests. Kapiolani Community College has an accredited
training program forM LI’; CLTs .Afterearning theirassociate degree.
MlTCLTs are eligible to take a national certification examination
from either ASCP or NCA. In addition. they must obtain a license
to practice in the state of Hawaii.

MITCLTs are tound all departments of the laboratory expect in
some specialty departments. requiring higher—level coenitive and
decision—making skills that Medical Technologists and Clinical
Laboratory Scientists can provide.

Medical Technologists MT . or Clinical Laboratory Scientists
(CLS( are terms that are used interchangeably. The traditional
designation “medical technologist tnay be somewhat confusing
since popular media often reter to advances in medicine as “medi
cal technology.” The term “clinical laboratory scientist” is a recent
designation that was adopted to describe more accurately the profes
sion.

The Universit of I lawaii. John A. Burns School of Medicine,
Division of Medical Technology is the only accredited program
in the Pacific that trains MT;CLSs, After applications for admis
sion are reviewed the applicant is interviewed. Students that meet
admission requirements enter the Division of Medical Technology
program as juniors. Alter two years of a laboratory science curricu
lum. Medical Tee hnologv students earn their bachelors of science
degree. Clinical training of six months’ duration takes place at a
variety of community medical centers including the state Depart
ment of Health and Blood Bank of Hawaii. Upon completion of
the post-baccalaureate clinical training, graduates are eligible for
national board certification examination by ASCP or NCA. Ac
cording to Division records, a majority of UH Medical Technology
graduates elect to take both board examinations. The titles of MT
(ASCP) (Medical Technologist from theAmerican Society forClini
cal Pathology) or CLS (NCA) (Clinical Laboratory Scientist from
the National Certification Agency) are bestowed after passing the
exams. In addition. Hawaii requires MT/CLSs apply for licenses
to practice in the state.

Cytotechnologists prepare and analyze cells. Their work is re
stricted to cellular analysis of exudates and transudates. In Hawaii
there are no programs to train cytotechnologists. A small number
of local MT/CLS graduates have entered this discipline and have
returned to Hawaii after receiving their training on the Mainland.

The typical laboratory professionals are detail oriented. enjoys
science. takespride in theirwork. maintains high standards, and loves
to problem solve. They realize their strengths in being analytical
so are comfortable ‘ itli proxiding healthcare in this manner versus
being in a different discipline that is more directly involved with
patient care.

Over soc of information in medical charts consists of lahora—
tory data. The maiorit of medical decisions (both diagnosis and
treatment depend on laborator data. The most recent therapeutic
drug value from the lab affects drug dosages.

Unfortunately, lab professionals are often overlooked as essential
in providing and impro ing healthcare. This lack of’ recognition
may he a contributing tactor to laboratory workforce shortages
according to the Coordinating Council on the Clinical Laborator
Workforce CCCL\V).

Throughout the countr an imminent loss of professionals will
occur due to retiring “baby hoomers.” Currently, the average age
of clinical lahorators scientists is approximately 45 years old. The
laboratory is a prime example of this trend. Over time, there has
been a decline in enrollment. In 2003, only four students graduated
with a degree in Medical Technology.

Decreased enrollment of students into health profession programs
and the large numbers of the currently employed “baby boomer”
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generation nearing retirement age suggest more will be leaving the
health professions than there are qualified to replace them.

Data from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS, Washington.
DC) and the National Accrediting Agency of Clinical Laboratories
(NAACLS) indicate that the demand torclmical laboratory technolo

gists and technicians will farexcced the supply of new workers in the
coming sears. There arc approximately 313.000 clinical lahorator
technologists and technicians s orking in the US today, and 5.300
new positions will he created per vearthrough 200$. Annual demand

for an additional 4.000 positions will he needed to replace retiring
laboratory workers. Thus through 200$ the nation’s laboratories are
expected to require a total of 9.300 nev lahoratorians each vear.

The University of Hawaii John A. Burns School of Medicine’s
Biomedical Park in Kakaako is designed to be a magnet for biomedi
cal research. Although the tenants for Kakaako research labs will he
high-profile principle investigators, their need for local laboratory
professionals of all levels will be necessary to support theirresearch.
This potential movement of laboratory professionals from clinical
laboratories to research laboratories may further exacerbate the at
trition rates in medical centers.

Recruitment and retention of technicians will begin with improv
ing visibility of laboratories. It begins with education. Laboratory
personnel will need to be advocates of their profession by sharing
what the\ do with other healthcare professionals and the public. An
excellent communication tool for lahorator\ science
ebsite. Lab Tests Online (www.lahtestsonline.org). Both health—
care professionals and lay public can access this site for informa

tion on laboratory testing. Lab Tests Online is an award—winning
site sponsored by more than 25 laboratories. The internet reaches
out to healthcare consumers to educate the public about laboratory
science.

April 18 through 24 is National Medical Laboratory Week.
Laboratories throughout the nation will conduct open house tours
or arrange activities to highlight the laboratory profession and the
services they provide. Please check with your laboratories for any
i.ah Week activities.
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Aloha Laboratories, Inc.
When results count

A CAP accredited laboratory
specializing in Anatomic

Pathology
Quality and Service

David M. Amberger, M.D.
Laboratory Director

Phone: (808) 842-6600
Fax: (808) 848-0663

E-Mail: results@alohalabs.com
http://www.alohalabs.com

Due to error by author, correction to:

Hawaii Medical Journal, February 2004 Vol. 63, No.2, P. 53, Medical School Hotline, “Addressing
Native Hawaiian Health at the John A. Burns School of Medicine,” by Shannon M. Hirose-Wong
PhD

“Table 1.— NCHRP Student Projects” should have listed: Amy Brown PhD (College of Tropical
Agriculture and Human Resources) as Research MentorlSponsor.

Table I.— NCHRP Student Projects

Research Cate or .A.uncrs The. c PrcIcc Research Mentor;Spoosor

Evafuaheg the Etfechvene.se cJ Kuku. Nut Oh in the Treat Amy Brc:aa. Ph 0. /Cohege of Tronica Aghcuiture and Hu
ment of Psoriasis man Resourcee
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Cancer Research Center Hotline

Oncology Nurses.. Who Are We?

Joanne Itano RN, PhD, OCN

Ithouch nurses ha\ e eared for those ss ith cancer since the

c.st ihlishm.nt ol nui sin,. o a pi ok.ssion thc. spc.c. I ilt of

A koncoIogy nursing is relatively new. It began in the 1950s

and developed because of scientific and technological developments.

a national and international recognition of cancer as a major chronic

health problem. changes in the professional and pub! ic perceptions

of cancer, and changes in the nursing profession.

Prior to the I 900s the survival rates for cancer were very low, It

ss as a poorly understood disease and feared h both ihe public and

health professionals. Ian belies ed that cancer ss as contagious.

Sureer ss as the primary treatment and nursing care focused on the

care of the surgical client.2
With the discovers otchemotherapa during World War II. single

agent chemothcraps ss as introduced as a treatment modaht in the

I 950s and l96O, Radiation therapy techniqties ss crc established

with the development of the cohalt-6() unit. The stigma of cancer

continued, and it was common not to inform the patient about his

or her diagnosis. treatment or prognosis.

The passing of the National Cancer Act in 197 I by Congress

which authorized abroad, intensive program to reduce the incidence.

morbidity and mortality of cancer was a significant event. Cancer

ssas noss viewed as a national health problem.

At about the same time, comprehensive cancer centers were

developing, hospitals established oncology units and combina

tion chemotherapy and multirnodal treatment approaches began

to impros e stirs ival rates. The National Cancer Institute and the

,American Cancer Society developed a multimedia ptiblic education

program to provide the public with a clearer understanding ofcancer

to remove much of the stigma and fear associated with cancer. With

these events, a more optimistic attitude about cancer emerged.

Dtiring the I 970s the nursing profession also introduced the roles

of independent practice, primary care practitioners, primary nursing

and specialization. The First National Cancer Nursing Conference

held in I S)7S, sponsored by the .Ameriean Nurses Association

and the American Cancer Soc ietv. ‘Fwentv nurses met to discuss the

idea of a national organization which resulted in the establishment

of the Oncology Nursing Society ONS in 1975, The major goal

ot ONS is to use its resources to promote the highest professonil

standards ti.r oncology nurses.
ONS published standards forprofessional nursing practice within

the specialty of oncology in 1979. Thisdocument. Outcome Standard,c

C’unccr .\ursinç’ Praeiicc- was the first standards developed in

oncology nursing and provided the foundation for the development

of oncology nursing as a specialty. Standards are important to a

profession as they describe the responsibilities for which oncology

nurses arc accountable and a competenc level of professional nurs—

inc practice. Over the next several \ ears standards were des eloped

for the practice of ad\ anccd practice nursing in oncology and for

oncology nur’ine education for the generalist and advanced practice

levels.

Scope of Oncology Nursing Practice
The scope of oncology nursing prictiee is very broad. Nurses play

a significant role in the continuum of cancer care. Ve are ss elI

asvare of the significant practice role of the oncology nurse. Well

known are the ntirses who provide competent and compassionate

care in hospital settings. in addition, there are the nurses ssho pro—

ide care in outpatient chemotherapy biotherapy clinics, radiation

therapy centers or in physicians’ offices, All of these nurses have a

major role in assisting patients to cope svith the side effects of their

disease and treatment and in providing psychosocial stipport to the

patients and families.
Advanced practice nurses, those with masters degrees in nursing,

function as clinical nui’se specialists. nursepractitioners or adminis

trators of oncology proerams. They are clinical experts in oncology

nLmrsing and may pros ide direct services to patients. be involved in

staff development, and plan and implement new programs to better

serve those svitli cancer.
Nurses also are involved in the prevention and early detection

of cancer, working with cancer risk assessment, in breast health

clinics or targeting high risk groups or those groups that have losv

participation in screening activities such as mammography or pap

smear. Education is a major focus in assisting clients to care for

themselves by participating in prevention and screening activi

ties,
Nurses play a significant role in palliative and hospice care.

Their patients are those with cancer for which there is no cure and

those who are in the terminal stages of their illness. These nurses

provide symptom management, comfort and support to the patient

and his/her family.
Oncologx nurses are also educators. They teach clients and

their families, plan educational proerams to update staff about ness

developments in cancer care and svork with those new to oncology

nursing to assist them to gain the knowledge and skills necessary

to provide comprehensive care to those svith cancer. For example.

here in ilass an we have two nurses. Diane Nakagaki of Kaiser

Permanente Medical Center and Carol McCann of Tripler Army

Medical Center, who participated in the chemotherapy/biotherapy

administration training proeram prosided h national ONS in atrain—

the—trainer fbrmat. Between the two. they has e trained almost 400

registered nurses in the state of Hawaii. Academic educators focus

on preparing advanced practice nurses in oncology and assuring

that graduates of basic nursing programs have sufficient knosvledge

abotit cancer to pros ide effective nursing care.

2CAL. LIRNAL. AOL LA. J’L, 2224
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In research nurses are involved in managing clinical trials in
the recruitment of subjects. patient education about the trials, data
collection and follow up and are also principal mv estigators in
oncoloes nursing i-esearch protects. ONS is very much involved
in facilitating research in oncology nursing and in the utilization
of research findings, They publish the results of research priority
surve\ on a regular basis, The 2000 sm’s c identified nine com
mon priorities betss cen the O\S general membership and the O\S
researcher group. They are pain, fatigue, depression, quality of life,
early detection, prevention/risk reduction, palliative care, hospice/end
of life and access to cancer carc.

The ONS Foundation strives to generate financial resources to
achiex e the ()\S mission of promoting excellence in cancer nursing
and quality cancer care . Since its inception in 1981 . this foundation
has funded os cr81 3 million in awards, grants and scholarships. Re—
search funding is a significant component ot this funding. Oncolo\
nurse researchers have contributed significantly to new knoss ledge
directly applicable to oncology care in the areas of fatigue, hope in
adolescents with cancer. qualit\ of life, self care interventions, and
the impact of cancer on the family.

Oncology nurses are active in health policy. C)SS has a lobby ist
in Washington, DC and state health policy liaisons in most states
to serve as the link between OS and each state. Through action
alerts ONS is able to mnobilite nationxvmde support tor legislative
issues relex ant to oncology. For example, bills on reimbursement of
oncology services and the nurse reinvestment act were hot issues in

the fall of 2003 and email alerts from ONS provided Hawaii nurses
vs ith opportunities to communicate xx ith their legislators. Hays au
has a stale health policy liaison and was selected to participate in a
ONSiAssociation of Community CanccrCenters partnership focused
on health policy. Arepresentative from the local ONS and the Hawaii
Society of Clinical Oncology attended a training session and are
working to determine xx avs in which these two organizations can
partner to impact important advocacy issues related to oncology.

Certification
The Oncology Nursing Certification Corporation fONCC admin
isters a program to certify nurses at the basic and advanced level
and in pediatric num’sing. Certification is the process by which a
non—governmental agenc\ f ONCC validates, based upon predeter
mined standards.an individual RN’s qualitications and know ledgeof
practice in a defined clinical area of nursing. Its purpose is to assure

the public that the nurse has completed all eligibility criteria to earn
a specific credential and to promote the development of specialt
areas of nursing h establishing minimum competency standards
and recognizing those who have met the standard.’

The OCN credential is evidence of basic oncolog nursing
knowledge of’ the professional nurse. More than 20.0tH) nurses
have earned this credential. The AOCN exam tests the knowledge
of advanced practice nurses in oncology and 1350 oncology nurses
nationwide have completed this certification. CPON focuses on the
knowledge essential in pediatric oncology nursing and there are 850
CPOs in the United States. Currently in Hass au. 72 RNs have
the OC certification, one is an \OCN and seven have the CPON
credential.7

Oncology Nursing Society (ONS)
The Hawaii Chapter of ONS was founded in 1989 and currently has
a membership of’ about 100 nurses. Our major activities, consistent
xx oh the mission of the national organization to promote excellence
in patient care, teaching, research administration and edtication.
includes an annual oncology nursing conference held each August
xvhich averages 125 participants and dinner lectures often sponsored
by pharmaceutical companies. Each year. the Mana’olana iN urse
of I-lope) award is presented by the local chapter to a nurse who
exemplifies the highest ideals of oncology nursing Educational
asvam’ds arc ax ailable to attend national oncology -related conference
The local chapter has a collaborative relationship with the 1—lawan
Society of Clinical Oncology (HSCO). HSC) has provided an
educational grant used to promote the specialty of oncology nursing
to nursing students. Presentations funded by this ass ard were held
at each of the nursing schools on Oahu. in addition. ONS members
are invited to become membei’s of HSCO and attend educational
programs sponsored by the organization. HSCO recently recognized
an oncolog nurse. DorothvColeman of the Cancer Research Center
of’ Hawaii, xv ith an award for meritorious service.

Hawaii is alsowell representedat the national level. ONS members
have been elected to national offices (Karen Taoka of The Queens
Medical Center: appointed to national committees (Joanne Itano of
the Unix ersity of Hawaii ft Manoa). and selected as a fellow for the
Leadership Des elopment Institute (Connie Gazmcn of the Unix crsit\
of Hawan ftc Manoa). Patricia Nishimoto of Tripler Army Medical
Center was a selected to pros mdc the Schcring Oncology/B iotech
Clinical Scholarship Lectureship xv hmch m’ecognizes and supports
excellence in clinical nursing practice Taoka and itano are also
editors of the Core Curriculum fir Oncology Nursing, 3rd edition,

Summary
Onvoloox nursing h ts matured into a well—estabIihed specialty
in nursin . 1 he scope of practic for th on olo ‘ nurse is bro d
and spans the continuum of cane r car . Oncoloay nu ss hex
important roles in all aspects of cancer Lame. The ONS is thL largest
om wInmlation of oncolog professioncils in the United States xv itlv a
membership of about ,0,000 and has ontribuL’d to th des 10pm nt
of oncol nursing throu hits in ny edu ‘atmonal proerams support
oI’research. opportunities for netxx orkine. estihl ishment oI’certi flea—
lion examinations. and dcx Jopmnent of’ an actix e foundation.
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The Weathervane Russell T. Stodd MD

We Have Only Ourselves, And One Another. That’s All There
Is

In 1996. 47 thousand students applied for entry to American medical
schools. B the year 2002, that number had dropped substantially to 35
thousand, a decrease of almost 27% over a mere six years. Moreover, for
the first time, more women than men applied, as 50,8% of applicants were
female, Willarda Edwards, MD, Chair of the AMAs Women Pbs sicians
Congress. said one reason is that more women are interested in studying
eiences as ihe progress through school. That ma\ be so. hut ss hat ac
counts br the obvious decrease in total applicants. especially niales? It
seems logical to assume that man accomplished students no longer view
medicine a’ a desirable profession. Also, without question, fewer young
people are seeking a profession sshich has become so heavily regulated.
While the increase in s’,omen candidate is encouraging, the big picture is
not a prett one.

There Are Three Certainties In Life — Death, Taxes, Another
Diet Book.
Robert Atkins. M.D. has become more famous in death than he was in vivo.
As an anti-carho guru, the doctor wrote a hook pushing for a diet long in fat
and protein, which produced a measure of success in reducing waist lines.
He traveled and gave speeches about his good health and eating habits.
Controversy arose after his death ss hen the New ‘turk medical examiner
reported that Dr. Atkins weighed 258 pounds. and had a history of heart
disease, congestive heart failure and hypertension. Physicians Committee
for Responsible Medicine.a igorous, vibrant, vegetarian’s venue, and long
time critic of the Atkins diet. \s crc quick to ump on the report. They sent
the ME’s summary to the Wall Street Journal where it was published, and
then the stuff hit the fan, Susan Trager, chainnan ot the Atkins Physicians
Council, Dr. Patrick Fratellone. Atkin’s cardiologist (also an Atkins diet
proponent) and Atkin’s widow, all rushed to repudiate the ME’s data. With
reason, they were upset about lack of confidentiality, and they claimed that
his weight ballooned with fluid overload in ICU care. Also, his physician
said that he had cardiomyopathv. not arterial disease. It’s a pretty grim
world when you can’t even get laid away in peace.

Hospitals — Welcome To The 20th Century!
Bar code electronics have been in other industries for many years. and at
last medicine is getting on hoard. In one great hold step into the world of
medical teehnolog ,Mark McClellan, M.D., commissioner of the Food and
Drug Administration, stated that patients ss ill be given bar code bracelets
within two years. The code ss ill tie into a computer system which can be
scanned to determine the right medicine, the right dose at the right time,
and any conflicts with the patient’s medical record. McClellan estimates
that 500,000 adverse events and transfusion errors will be prevented over
a 20 year period. It’s about time!

Life Is Not Going In Circles — It Is A Downward Spiral.
The inspector at I Iartstield—Jackson airport in Atlanta e as suspicious of
a smokx odor emanating froni a suitcase of a passenger arris ow trom
Cameroon. lie opened the hag and found an entire smoked monke The
wontan claimed the meat was intended for a traditional wedding reception
of some African immigrants, An international treats prohibits importa
tion of non—human primates. From New York to Honolulu, in’.pectors
are reporting similar findings as the market for “hushmeat;” mostly from
Africa, is increasing. “We are probably seeing only the tip of the iceberg,”
according to the wildlife agent in charge in Atlanta. A report in JAMA last
year, warned that monkeys in Cameroon are hosts to a number of viruses,
including sonic that are close cousins to the AIDS virus, Too often. suspi
cious shipments slip by because the CDC, the Fish and Wildlife Service,
the Department ofAgriculture and the FDA. cannot agree on svhicii agency
has jurisdiction. Low land gorillas and chimpanzees are hars ested hs the
thousands, and not rarely end up on the dinner tables in Europe. The hush-
meat trade is devastatine African wildlife where as much as 5 million tons
01 hushmeat are extracted each ear. aceordinc to the London Zoolocical
S )clety. Bon appetit

All Solutions Breed New Problems.
Amidst the ongoing angst regarding jobs leaving the United States for
overseas labor, one occupation should he considered inviolate -- medical

transcription. It isn’t. This problem came to bearsvhen a foreign transcriber
threatened to place patient’s medical data on the internet. if the transcriber
was not paid for work already accomplished. With information such as
names, social securits numbers, addresses, and laboratory and imaging
reports, a whole host of problems could ensue if these reports are not well
protected. The threat of identity theft and other legal ramifications readily
come to mind. In California, legislation has been introduced to prevent
HMOs, hospitals and medical offices from sending confidential informa
tion abroad for transcription. Sometimes the ss orld gets ugE in ways sse
neser imacined.

A Pedestrian Is A Man With Two Vehicles — One Driven By
His Wife, The Other By One Of His Children.
The first .‘\‘I’Vs tall terrain vehicles 1 came along in the I 97t)s, and were used
primarily b\ ranchers and foresters to mis igate rough terrain. They ss crc
three—wheelers with small engines, and difficult to handle. In the I 980s
they began to be used for recreation. but many injuries (and law suits) re
sulted. Manufacturers quickly moved to a four wheel model, beefed them
up (some models will go 70 mph) and began to market them for “family
recreational activity.” In 2002, 825,000 ATVs svere sold in the United
States. Regulation is minimal, and serious injuries and deaths are now a
serious public health problem. Onis It) states requu’e a driver’s license.
34 states ban their use on paved roads (frequently ignored). IX states set
a minimum age of 12. Utah allows S ear olds to operate AlA’s, and West
Virginia which has the highest per capita ATV death rate. has debated rules
for 7 years. but passed none. .Smnee 1992. 13 of reported injuries were to
children under age 16. while I3U of deaths were children under age 12.
..\‘FV injuries to children are 12 times more likely to be fatal as bicycle
accidents, according to the National Save Kids Campaign which tracks
childhood deaths. What family fun!

If You Can See No Disadvantages, Look Harder.
If you wonder where your teen-age child (or your spouse) might be in the
family auto, you can find out svith a gadget for your vehicle called Net
workear. Using a global positioning system )GPS) and a wireless network.
the company can install a monitoring device, and establish a personalized
website. l.og on. and you can see where your ear is. and es en whether it

is pai’ked or in motion. Retail price is suggested at $00.S, including service
for the first year. Egad! Is there no privacs 7 Next, junior will has-c to
ss orrs about a teiephone—sideo—cainera iii the back seat! And that technol
ogy is as ailabie already.

It Is Time For A Complete List Of Whatever Is Pending
A mail svas sentenced to incarceration in the sex offender facility in Farm
ington. Missouri. He cut through the retaining fence and escaped. The
local sheriff svas “flabbergasted” when he found that no additional crime
had been committed. Missouri lasv states that escape from a prison or
mental health facilits is a s iolation. but does not provide for penalty for
escape front the sex offender facility. After tsso years. the criminal ss as
apprehended. and admitted that he had uivestirated the Ian and knew that
to escape fi’om there 55 as not a crime. “l’hese people i lass makers) are
stupid.” He is being charged with properts damage. No statement was
forthcoming about fulfilling his sentence: perhaps it should be done by- tile
politician ssho wrote tile lass.

Stupidity Is An Elemental Force Which No Earthquake Can
Match
Parents of school children in Spokane, Washington, are resting comfortably-
knowing that the “zero tolerance” plan is svorking. Three tlurd grade boys
(ages 8 and 9) brought their G—I Joe two inch long plastic rifles to school.
and used them in a “threatening manner” ri hile at pIa. ‘l’hey received one
day suspensions for the iolation.

ADDENDA
•:• The human eyeball weighs about one ounce.
+ A computer programer is ‘omeone ss ho solves a problem you didn’t

knoss you had in a nay you do not understand.
+ .-\s Mrs. Bill Gates noted after the honeymoon, “So that’s wh you

named it microsoft.”
Aloha and keep the faith —rtsS

Contents o/th,s column do not ne ‘imrift reflect the 0/muon or position ol the Hawaii Ophtholmological Society fund the Hawaii Medico/Association. Editorial comment
ic strictly that t/ the writer.
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When you join the Air Force Reserve, you’re doing something for
yourself and your country. As a physician or surgeon, you’ll get
benefits like paid CME credit and the opportunity to practice cuffing
edge medicine. You’ll also get a paycheck and the respect that comes
with an officer’s rank. It’s a part time commitment, yet what you get
in return lasts a lifetime.
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